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The UNH men's hockey
team gave Coach Charlie
Holt a going away present; a 7-4 win Saturday.
See story page 28.

Face to Face and the Jon
Butcher Axis didn't get
any rest this Sunday.
Check out page 17 for a
sonic review.
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·Haaland faces senate
By W. Glenn Stevens
The student senate exercises
considerable influence in the
University's decision-making
process, according to UNH
President Gordon Haaland ..
Haaland addressed the student senate Sunday in response
to recent criticism that the
administration is insensitive
to non-administrative bodies
at UNH.
His address, which lasted
about 20 minutes, focused on
the University's achievements,
policy and problems as perceived by the administration.
"What difference does it
make what we say?" · asked
Senator Jack Martin. "What
importance is the student senate?"
"Students at this university
a,:-e more direct! involved in

decision making than in many,
if not all other university's,"
res ponded Haaland.
Dean of Student Affairs].
Gregg Sanborn, who also attended the meeting, said maybe
some issues should not be
brought before the student
senate.
Haaland said students help
simply by coming up with
"ideas" for the Administration
to act on. "I think you all are
underestimating yourselves
enormously."
Senator Ken Bartlett called
for an "open forum" to discuss
problems arising out of the
University's over-enrollment
problem, such as a lack of
parking and dormitory space.
"Don't expect one," Haaland
responded, saying it would not
be constructive merel to discuss

the symptoms of overenrollment.
This did not mean he dealt
with the problems singlehanded, he added. The parking
probl~m "is an issue that is too
important for the President to
deal with,'' he joked. He added
that "compared to other schools
UNH does not have a parking
problem."
Answering recent criticism
over the University's current
over-enrollment, Haaland said
the UNH student population
was larger in 1979, 1980, and
1981 than it is now.
"More students came to UNH
(this year) than we anticipated,"
·
he said.
The president commended
the part played by students in
resolving some of the U niverUNH President Gordon Haaland addressing the student senate
last Sunday. (Glenn Stevens photo)

Student senators
respond to Haaland

Student senators at their weekly meeting in McConnell Hall last Sunday, where UNH President
Gordon Haaland and Dean of Student Affairs responded to recent criticism. (Glenn Stevens
photo)

Bill would affect housing
By Jennifer Hightower
On March 11, UNH students ·
who are registered voters of
Durham will be able to vote on
proposed changes in the Durham Zoning Ordinance which
may force them out of residential areas of Durham.
The proposal states that no .
more than three unrelated
adults may occupy a household
in a residential district.
U oder this new zoning law,
any multiple resident dwelling

By W. Glenn Stevens
Student Senator Jack Martin
said at last Sunday's student
senate meeting,"in my opinion
this University is run by a bunch
of middle aged men and women." Along with senator Ken
Bartlett, Martin voiced his
displeasure on how the admin-:
istration deals with student
concerns: This, however, was
not the general consensus
among senators yesterday.
UNH President Gordon Haaland addressed the student
senate Sunday in an attempt to
rectify some of this displeasure
exibited by Martin, Bartlett, and
others. "We no doubt have
much more student input than
most campus' and I think Gordon Haaland conveyed that at
the meeting," said Student Body
Vice President Jeff Foy.
"I think students in general
will always want more input,"
said Foy.
"I was impressed with Haalands honesty and answers but
that doesn't mean I liked the

presently in existence will be · by a vote of hands showing
Gooze headed a committee
allowed to continue under a overwhelming support with no which appeared at the January
grandfather clause, yet cohab- opposition for the proposal as board hearing in order to defend
itation by more than two people presented, according to com- the residential neighborhoods
unrelated to the propriator will mittee founder, Dr. Jay Gooze from multiple student dwellings
not be allowed in the futun;.
of Durham.
. The committee consists of 30
This proposal is an "atte1. _
"On Madbury road, a shutter Durham residents including
to save the residential neigh" been hanging askew for two some faculty members and each
borhoods," said the secr~tary months. This would not occur has paid a $25 registration fee
of the town planning board, who in a normal house- it would be in order to pay legal fees.
requested not to be identified.
fixed,"said Gooze."That kind
"The residential areas should
A public board hearing to of situation should not be al- be kept as residential," said
discuss the proposal, held on lowed in a residential area," he Gooze. "Whether in a single
Janurary 15, 1986, was followed said.
family house or not, they are

answers he gave," said Martin.
"If the administration is
going to make decisions about
student life and reflect that in
the budget process than students
should have a say in that. process," said Martin. "Haaland
said that students have no say
in the budjet process of this
University," he said.
Foy called Haalands speach
"timely but routine." Martin
refuted this claim and said," if
there hadn't been the amount
of bad press for the administration I don't think Haaland
would have come to speak."
Senator Thomason Madden
said "Haaland' s not against us.
I think he addressed the questions as best he could."
Student Body President
Deanne Ethier called Haalands
speech "really positive."
"I think he gave us a pat on
the back," said Ethier. "He said
that students do have input."
Senator Bartlett declined to
comment.

sttll rooming houses and boarding "houses, no matter what they
are called. With small children
in our neighborhood, the sheer
numbers of renting people make
it difficult because of noise,
parking, and parties."
"There aren't enough available students who are registered
voters to stop this proposal if
the town of Durham wants it,"
said James Griffith, Durham
ZONING, page 9
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Pregnant students
face 'choices'
The Portsmouth clinic allows
After the shock of an un- a friend or relative to accompany
planned pregancy subsides, Jif- the woman for support in the
f icult choices remain for the procedure room as well as a
woman. An unmarried woman counselor who previously
must decide whether to termi- helped in the decision making
nate the pregnancy, raise the process. The total cost is $215
artd is adjusted according to
child or put it up .for adoption.
"We try very hard to help the need.
A second, and equally difficult
student make up their own
mind, and not immediately," said choice for women with an
Gloria Graham R.N., a Hood unwanted pregnancy, is to carry
House counselor who counsels the child to term and then give
young women on pregnancy. "I it up for adoption. Giving up
encourage them to take time and one's newborn has traditionally
discuss it with the appropriate meant a complete loss of contact
between the natural mother and
people, usually a boyfri~nd."
Graham would not disclose child.
"The whole thing is so brutal
the number of students she .
counsels a week,but said that for these girls, it's like death,"
those students who do seek · said Martha Drake in reference
counsel have usually already to the procedure of traditionai
made up their mind and "most, adoption agencies. She and
because they are in college, do husband Allen Drake, associate
choose to have the pregnancy professor of electrical and comterminated."
puter engineering at UNH,
If the woman chooses to adopted a four-day-old baby girl
terminate the pregnancy, Gra- on October 7, 1985 through a
ham prefers to send them to private lawyer after placing an
New England Womens Service -unsuccessful personal to pregin Brookline, Massachusetts. nant women for several weeks
One favorable aspect of this in The New Hampshire in Ocservice, according to their bro- tober, 19-84.
chure, is that friends are welNon-traditional adoption
come in the procedure room agencies are preferable because
thus helping to allay the wom- their purpose is to keep lines
an's fears.
of communication open beThe cost is $195 or $145 if 1tween the natural mother, adone is unable to pay the full optive parents: and child. This ·
amount. University health in- is called open adoption.
surance does cover the cost,
So-called traditional agencies·
however Graham said this may close these channels and usually
present a problem because many adopted children are never able
students have their insurance to discover the identities of their
in their parents' name and do birth parents and vice versa.
not want them to know.
One way for mothers to find
Some students do not want adoptive parents for an open
to go to Massachusetts, in which adoption is to contact Concerned
case Graham refers them to the United Birth Mothers (CUB)
New Hampshire Feminist in Rochester. Lee Campbell,
Health Center in Portsmouth. UNH instructor · of Human
"We try to send them to a safe Relations and Social Issues,
place where they will be properly taken care of," said Graham. PREGNANCY, page 13

_By Jennifer Hightower

iners in the Granite State Room of the MUB experiencing the delights of A.ustrian food
at a g_o urmet dinner organized by Hotel and Administration students last weekend. (Cindy
Rich photo)

Jet shuttles donor's heart
By Tom Lane
During the first few hours of
Valentine's Day Captain Steve
Bruger and Captain David Lefforge sat strapped in the cockpit
of their FB-11 lA jet bomber.
They levelled their flight after
take-off, and talked together ·as
they flew beneath a clear sky.
But then their conversation
stopped and their thoughts
turned to their cargo.
A human heart lay in a coolerlike container between Bruger's
right leg and some instrumentation panels.
An FB-111 's cockpit has less
room than a VW Beetle's front
seat. Controls, gauges, meters,
and digital read-out displays
surround the pilot and navigator
so tightly they can see exactly
what their partner is doing.

The cockpit is the only pressurized portion of the plane, and
there are no baggage compartments. The heart had to s.tay
pressurized, so Bruger set it on
h!s leg for the two hours in the
air.
The Air Force Captains were
responsible for delivering the
donated organ to the Hartford
Hospital in Connecticut where
Richard Reinhardt was lying
in bed. He would live only 12
hours without a transplant.
At the same time, both men
folly realized getting the organ
to Reinhardt "meant everything
to him."
At 2:30 p.m. on Thursday,
February 13, Bruger and Lefforge ended their required 12
hours of pre-mission rest. They
pulled into Building 112 on

Pease Air Force Base to plan for
a routine training mission as
part of the 393rd Bombardment
Squadron. Eventually the planning was completed, btrt:-the
assignment itself was interrupted.
While Lefforge and Bruger
were concentrating on the practice mission, a surgeon at Hartford Hospital knew there ,was , _
a heart donor in Oklahoma City,
OK with tissue that matched
Reinhardt's. The surgeon was
trying to make arrangements
for the heart to be removed and
delivered when the donor died
before four hours elapsed.
If a heart is not transplanted
within four hours after being
removed from the donor, the
HEART, page 9

NEWS IN BRIEF
West Bank mayor fatally
shot

The Israeli-appointed Mayor of Nablus, Zafer
el-Masri, was shot dead Sunday as he was walking
home from City Hall. A spokesman for the Israeli
Civil Administration in the occupied territories
said the 44-year-old el-Masri had been killed by
a single assailant, who fled toward the crowded
market quarter. A military source said he had been
shot from behind three times.
'
For many West Bank Arabs, el-Masri represented
an alternative to the radical Palestinian slogan.
He had taken office in December, reportedly with
the approval of King Hussein of Jordan and Yasir
Arafat, chairman of the Palestine Liberation
Organization.
· '

Swedish Prime-Minister
fatally shot
Prime Minister Olof Palme of Sweden was fatally
shot from behind at close range Friday night on
a main street of Stockholm as he and his wife walked
home from a movie. Palme has been Sweden's Prime
Minister since 1982 and its leading political figure
for almost two decades.
The investigators said they believed the killing
was a carefully planned assassination rather than
the act of a psychopath. However; they said they
have no leads at this time which point to any one
group or individual as a suspect.

Shultz pushes for aid
Pressing for more U.S. aid to Nicaraguan rebels,
Secretary of State George P. Shultz said Sunday
that neglecting the contras could mean the
hemisphere "might be taken hostage by totalitarians."
Shultz's remarks came on the heels of an intensive
administration drive to get $100 million in U.S.
,1id to the Nicaraguan rebels, known as contras.
President Reagan was scheduled to meet with
Ct)ntra leaders and their private-sector supporters
in the Oval Office yesterday. White House aides
~aid Reagan may appear on national televisi9n to
persu~de the public and lawmakers of the neefd for
aid.

Formaldehyde exposure
not linked to cancer
The National Cancer Institute said in a study
released yesterday it found "little evidence" that
formaldehyde causes cancer among th~ 1.3 millfon
workers in more than 50,000 factories exposed to
it.
The United Auto Workers, the Amalgamated
Clothing and Textile Workers, and a former top
government epidemiologist strongly criticized the
four-year, $1 million study
Formaldehyde is used in making plastics, plywood,
textiles, and is found in small amounts in many
household products.

Extension Service
threatened
Budget cuts threaten the jobs of half the employees
of UNH's Cooperative Extension Service. The .
employees may lose their jobs this fall if more than
$1 million of federal funding is cut, as proposed
by President Ronald Reagan's budgedor fiscal 1987.
If Congress approves the proposed reductions,
many programs conducted by the extension service
would either be curtailed or eliminated.
The extension service has 100 employees
statewide. The job losses will occur at the UNH
headquarters as well as in the ten counties where
staff members work.

Restrictions hurt lobster.
industry
According to local shell fisher man and dealers,
recommendations made by a state commission that ·
reported intense harvests are threatening the lobster
industry will hurt the local shellfish industry.
The Marine Resources Committee adv-ised the
State Legislature to protect the state's multimillion
dollar lobster industry by immediately increasing
the minimium size of lobsters from one pound to
one-and-a-quarter-pounds.
L0cal fishermen and businesses say they will feel
the impact of the increase within two years. LocaL
retailers said consumers can expect a price increase
and a possible sh.artage if the gauge is increased.
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Graltim-Rudman
bill protested
By Amy VanDerBosch
- "Influencing national policy
is like trying to move mountains, " it takes effort, time,
patience, intelligence, and persistence, but "it can be done."
Clifford Wirth, UNH associate·
professor of Political Science
made this comment Friday
afternoon when students and
faculty from New Hampshire,
Massachusetts, Vermont, Connecticut, and Maine colleges
marched .from Thompson Hall
to the Durham . post office
mailing over 2000 letters to
members of Congress protesting the required GrammRudman-Hollings deficit reduction cuts.
The federal budget, beginning
March 1, requires the elimination of financial assistance
needed for education by students
throughout the United States.
Typical phrases on the signs
held by student protesters at the
march were - neurons not neutrons, make better brains not
better bombs, and educate the
people.
Sam Clark, University of
Maine Upward Bound student
member said he came to the rally
to try and convince Congress
not to spend any more money
to defend future generations.
He said, "It's better to educate
than to defend."
Charles Desmond, Vice Chancellor of Student Affairs at the
University of Massachusetts in
Boston .said, "People don't come
to the United States of America
to be defended, they come for
equal opportunities." Desmond
went on to say, "Stand up for
what this country was founded
on-opportunity for everyone,
not just those who have political
know-how."
Ludger Duplessis, assistant
director of Upward Bound at
Bowdoin College, said, "I don't

believe peace will come from
building more bombs ... peace is
achieved by education." Duplessis said what the government
is doing, starting March 1, is
a systematic dismantling of
educational opportunities, " and
that it must be stopped.
Matt Lamstein, President of
the New England Association
of Educational Opportunity
Applications said he feels these
cuts take away from the United
States established democracy.
He said, "A democracy is not
a spectator sport, but a participant sport." In agreement with
Desmond, he said, by cutting
funds which aid in education for
several, Congress is making
education a state issue (allowing
the government) to decide who
will get an education.
Lamstein said these cuts "demand participation ... and contribution so democracy goes on."
Several of the domestic programs which the GrammRudman reduction cuts effect
are Trio programs.
Lamstein explained the Trio
programs- including Upward
Bound, Special Services for
Disadvantaged Students, Talent
Search, and Educational Opportunity Centers- provide services, support, and information
on financial aid concerning
education for students unexposed to such information.
Lamstein said the disadvantaged (the poor, blacks, Asians,
Hispanics, and American In.dians) can be "responsible and
productive people in our society,
they can achieve excellence in
their lives," and Trio helps them
accomplish this.
According to Lamstein success of the Trio programs has
been proven by a past U niversity of Connecticut student who
RALLY, page 5

Waves breaking over rocks at Odiorne Point.

Rich photo)
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Student asks for more school
By Bryan Alexander
A -bill calling for reform in
the university's credit system
.was brought before the student
senate Sunday.
. "Damn it, I want my money's
worth,''. said Senator Eric Hastings while presenting the bill
which called for the eradication
of the present credit system.
Hastings said UNH had employed a four credit-four contact
hour system (the actual four
hours in class) until the late
sixties. Hastings said, however,
irn;reased popularity in independent study caused administrators to drop one contact
hour for the same credit. He
stated that students were required to make up a class hour
outside of class, in addition to
homework.
"At this time students were
much more independent... At

•
A cad emtc year may !~!~i:h~f~::~:;~e;;~~:·,l:,u~- e longer
becom
·-

By Bryan Alexander
The Student Senate is considering a bill which would
support the establishment of
three new guidelines for the
academic calendar drawn up by
the Academic Senate.
Senator Eric Hastings continued his call for academic
reform by introducing the bill
to the senate.
The first of these guidelines
requires lengthening the first
semester by one week. This
week would be placed on the
beginning of the year, making
commencement of the first
semester before Labor Day.
Hastings claimed that presently the second semester is
already longer than the first,
so that an added week on the
first would even them out.
The shortened first semester
causes more trouble than decreased class time, said Hastings. He pointed to last semster
where only one reading day for
exams could be squeezed into
the schedule.
"By having the semester
earlier," said Hastings, "we will
be able to guarantee those two
reading days every single semester."
Hastings also voiced displea-

(Cin~y

because of this, the .system is
"lt'saquestionofdoyouwant
considered "inflated" by people a better education or less class
outside the university, including time?" added Student Body Vice
prospective employers.
President Jeff Foy. "You can
While the bill calls for change look at it negatively or positivein the university's policy, it does ly."
not offer a solution to the
Another problem Hastings
problem. Hastings claimed that addressed was gaining support
through discussion a viable from the faculty. He stated that
solution could be found.
most of the professors he talked
Some possible solutions dis- to were in favor of the change,
cussed at the meeting include but were unsure how they
a return to the four contact hour should go about it.
for four credit hour system, or
Those professors not in favor
the implementation of a three of the bill would be forced to
credit hour system.
comply with it because of their
"Of the six New England land contract which, "states that they
grant universities, five have teach from day one of the
three credit systems," said Se- academic year to the last day,"
nator Ken Bartlett in support said Hastings.
of the bill. "In the wisdom of
Hastings suggested delaying
the five land grant programs, the vote on the bill unfrl the
why does UNH differ?"
senators could test students'
Hastings claimed that despite reaction to the bill to make sure
the added course load, students . they were in favor of it.

hll{eJ:~~~~~di~of:b:;,,~fo~~:; pe~!fe~. ·ta:.1,~;;:~ig'e°Jk,~~

of that," said Hastings.
of his constituents from Sawyer senate. "I want this to be a true
According. to Hastings, to- Hall and a large number of
representation. I don't want to
day's students are less directed students he addressed in his
be blame..d for railroading the
and do not complete this extra classes who agr~ed with the
students.
sure at the late dismissal date ,...h_o_u_r_o_f_c_la_s..,s_w_o....,rk.,._..H.;.;.e....-saii!ii1iil!·d.._~r~o~olliris,:;;-,;al~.---~----~-------------~-

Hats

t-0

Cbarli·e'- R-_olt

of
the from
first the
semester,
results
late start.which
"Last semester I got out on
December 23,"said Hastings,
"that's two days before Christmas. (With the new calendar)
we'll be getting out a week
before Christmas."
Hastings explained that "65
percent of all other colleges and
Universities in the U.S. and
Canada are already on an early
semester system."
The second proposed guideline calls for a three day Labor
Day weekend. Although UNH
students are not usually in
school during this weekend
anyway, this stipulation is necessary because of the proposed
early start.
The final resolution allows
a three day weekend in October
to allow students, according to
the bill, "to realign their perspectives for the remainder of
the semester."
Hastings said that the time
from the beginning of the
semester to the first break in
November, was too long for
students. He said that the long
weekend would allow a necessary release from stress.
UNH head hockey coach Charlie Holt(bottom) is given a standing ovation by the UNH student
section Saturday night in Snively. See related story page 28.(Ronit Larone photo)
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Students for a Better .
Campus would like to
,- Nor Yot1Rs' 1 ~ assist any student or
- -- . student group who is
encountering difficulties with the UNH Administration or Bureaucracy.
We are almost experts
~- in this field.
,
Weknow...
':.I
... Who wants a one-day
,
.
drop date.
Reprinted by permission from "The Student Advocate".
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THE MEMORIAL UNION ~
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BUILDING
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FROM 5 to 7 p.m..
w
....
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are
Staff
&
Students, Faculty
....
w

§

able now. Stop by Rm. 145A in the
MUB for more info.

DON'T MISS THE~
~
CHANCE TO GET ·
I
INVOLVED!
Come by soon! .
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Who .pays for the Niche Coffee~ house or the Ski Club or the ~
§ Committee on Central America ~
~ bringing Abbie Hoffm<;ln to UNH and ~
.
so much more?

Come find out what
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SAUL 0 SIDORE L.ECTURE SERIES
Spiritual Values and Society

·Restoring Our Sense of Social Responsibilities

I

by

Rabbi Eugene Borowitz
Hebrew Union College

- - - -···-- ..

_________

- - - - - - - - - ---- ---

-- - - · -·---------- .. -

---- -- ------------

An unanticipated effect of our proper concern with the individual as the ultimate source
of moral authority has been a dangerous loss of social responsibilty. The Judeo-Christian
religious vision understood the fundamental human necessity of social concern and involvment. Religion can be an invaluable resource to our society by providing needed
meta-ethical foundation, but to do so it must exemplify as well as teach.

Tuesday, March 11, 1986
Granite State Room
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Hersch wants students pushe
By David Olson
Vice· President for Academic
Affairs Richard Hersch spoke
at length last night about the
inability of universities and
educators in general to "push
their students to the wall."
"Good education should put
you in a conflict where you reach
the conclusion that you aren't
yet what you can be," said
Hersch.
Hersch talked to the group
of fifteen students and staff
members as an installment in
the Last Lecture series in which
professors-and administrators
are invited to speak"as if they
were giving their final lecture".
"Each of you is more than you
are at the moment, and you can
become more than you under- stand you are now," Hersch said.

TUESDAY, MARCH 4
Women's History Program-Taking Women Seriously In The
University. A theatrical review. Forum Room, Library, 12:30
to 2 p.m.

Hersch said most people who class from 7:30 in the morning
do change "come in contact with until 4:30 in the afternoon, he
<
an environment that forces said..
them to change."
Hersch also talked about
Hersch cited as an example "coping with technology
of this change an American through education."
elementary school he worked
"We now have access to
at in Katmandu, Nepal. "Fifth technology that can sort and
grade American kids were read- synthesize masses of informaing Shakespeare, and not comic tion. Knowing how to use a
book Shakespeare, either.And computer doesn't increase one's
they were reading it during capacity to make sense of this
during their recess as well. Not information," he said.
because they had to, but because
"High technology has inthey wanted to," he said.
creases our need to be human.
"These· are the same kids you Those who cannot accomodate
wouhl find in Durha.m, New-. themselves to high technology
market, and other rural areas. face not just factual obsolesThey came from a white middle- cence, They become tyrannized
d ass two parent family. In by technology. People have to
Nepal they were placed in a know how to take advantage of
different environment. There it(technology)," he said.
was no TV, and they were in

Art Department Alumni Speakers Program-James Aponvich,
'71, studio artist, realist painter from Nashua, NH. Room
A218, Paul Arts, 12:30 to 2 p.m.
French/Italian Film-"Sedotta et Abbandonata," {Seduced
and Abandoned), Room 303, James, 3:30 p.m. Admission
$1.
.
Women's History Program-Female Friendships. Panel
Discussion. Strafford Room, MUB, 7 p.m.
UNH Symphonic Band-Johnson Theater, Paul Arts, 8 p.m.

WEDNESDAY, MARCH 5,
Women's History Program-Women's Litera.ture; From
Frontier Romance to Gay Paris. A panel explodng the
laqdscape of women's literature .with Jresentat10ns.
Hillsborough/Sullivan Room, MUB, noon to p.m.
Brown Bag It At The Galleries-Consort by Trio of Margaret
Blickle,' v10lin; Margery Forbes, piano and Robert St'llart,
clarinet. Art Galleries, Paul Arts, noon.
Continuing the Revolution: Women Talking With WomenCombatingNegative Attitudes Towards Feminism. Cosponsors: Women's Studies, Women's Commission and
Women's Center. Underwood House, 3:30 to 5 p.m.

---------------RALLY.
--------------(continued from page 3)
became the first Hispanic astronaut.
Trio programs currently affect 460,000 students across the
United States. This year's 4.3
percent cuts will eliminate
38,300 students, and by the fiscal
of 1987, an additional 123,000
students will be eliminated,
Lamstein said. This year at
UNH alone, he added, 1100
students are aided by .Trio.
Lamstein said that this bill
will "impose automatic cuts
without considering the importance of these programs," which
are ·.tmportant for the "progress
and well-being of our country."
Barney Hoisington, Financial
Aid Director at Dartmouth,
compared the current bud&et
with the proposed budget tor
1991.
Hoisington said the $980
billion budget must be reduced
to $770 billion by 1991. Medicare and Medicaid, and Social
Security funds will remain at
$95 billion and $200 billion,
respectively.
Interest on the debt, continued Hoisington, is currently
$150 billion, but will increase
to $200 billion by 1991.
Currently $300 -billion is
spent on defense. Reagan proposed to increase this to $324
billion for this year, but GrammRudman calls for a decreased
expenditure of $220 billion, said
Hoisington.
For all other programs, the
budget currently allows $235
billion, but by 1991 Congress
will only allow $55 billion, and
"this in my judgement, is where
the problem lies," Hoisington
said.

Wirth, and Catherine
O'Brien, state representative
from Dover, offered advice on
how the individual could make
their voices heard.
Wirth suggested electing
good public officials who support common views, educating

the public on the issue, targeting
resources, and learning how to
effectively make arguments
known, "know how the system
operates."
_
O'Brien recommended writing letters to local representa- ·
tives.

Specialists in self-contained bicycling adventures. FRIENDLY
GROUPS of active people. Our
30 DAY TOURS wind through
some of the NORTHEAST'S most
scenic areas. Comfortable biking
distances combined with WHITEWATER kayaking or canoeing
instruction and superb whitewater
rafting excitement! FREE BROCHURE! P.O. Box 1, South Wales,
NY 14139 (716)652· 7257

WSBE/Degler Lecture- "The Impact of South African
Divestment on Investment Portfolio Performance," by guest
speaker Richard Gibbs of Independence lnve§tments Associates
oI Boston. Berkshire Room, New England &nter, 7 p.m.

THURSDAY, MARCH 6

T-Shirt
Printing

"(803) 431·8319

Latin American Film Series-"Portrait of Teresa." Controversial
film from Cuban cinema, focuses on sexism in post
revol~ti.onary society. Murkland Auditorium, 6:30 and 9 p.ll).
Adm1ss1on $2.

T·SHIRTS • GOLF SHIRTS•
LONG SLEEVE BEEFY rs
SWEAT SHIRTS• HATS& TOTES _

MUSO Film-"Alfie." Strafford Room, MUB, 7 and 9:30 p.m.
Students $1, General $2.
.

-----L.-------------·-----------------------~--3131 LAFAYETTE ROAD. PORTSMOUT~._ N _H_ 0;3801 ' -

Celebrity Series-The Ohio Ballet, Johnson Theater, Paul
Arts, 8 p.m.
·

FRIDAY, MARCH 7

PHOTOSMITH
QUALITY STANDARD FOR NEW

r- THE

·

Women's History Program-"Small Happiness: Women Of
A Chinese Village," a film powerfully explores ' sexual politics
in China. Hillsoorough/Sullivan Room, ~UB, 12:30 to 2:30
p.m.
Women's History Program-"Silent Pion'eers," award-winning
film on gay and lesbian ~lders, 6 p.m. What Is Lesbian Cultural
History and Why Preserve It? A lecture with slides, 7 p.m.
Forum Room, library.

Women:s History Progra~-lnte~national Perspective~ on
Womens Culture. Panel d1scuss10n, noon to 2 p.m. Films
with discussion followins, 2 to 3 p.m. "Women in Nicaragua:
The Second Revolution. A film exploring efforts of women
to gain e'l!l_ality and combat machismo, 3 to 4 p .m. All to
be held in Hillsborough/Sullivan Room, MUB.

868-1000

48 Main St. Durham

\.

Same Day Color Print Film Processing
•Original Rolls in by 10:30 AM

,

Men 's Hockey-Hockey East Quarterfinals through March
8.
.
- '

ENGLAND
Finished-After 5:00 PM

WE WANT YOU TO BE HAPPY with all your PHOTOSMITH photos. ·If for
any reason you are not.. . Please say so. We will either remake them to your
satisfaction or chPPrfully refund your money.

Celebrity Series-Annie Fischer, pianist, Johnson Theater,
Paul Arts, 8 p.m.

-----------:,tththl;-c;u;~----------

FREE EXTRA SET OF PRINTS
Receive a second set of color prints FREE with every roll of 110, 126,
35mm~ Disc Color Print Film Processed. Limit 2 Rolls Per Coupon
Une <.:oupon .l'er Order. Expires 12/31/85
Cannot Be Combined With Other Offers.

-------~---·OR·-----------with
~his ~oupon

$2.00 OFF
PHOTOSMITH LAB DEVELOPING AND PRINTING

EASTERN
BIKING
EXPEDITIONS

French/Italian Film- "Sedotta et Abbandonata," (Seduced
and Abandoned), Murkland, 7 p.m. Admission $1.

Custom.

~
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Offer valid on sizes 135, 110, 126 and Disc Kodacolor or Compatible
Color Print Film
Limit '2 Rolls Per Coupon. One Coupon Per Order
Cannot Be Combined With Other Offers
Offer Expires 3/15/86 ~

-----------------------------

J A taste sensation made only in heaven ...

· : Heavenly Ham ...
I
Sliced baked Virginia ham on a freshly baked
I
bagel (your choice of 12 varieties!!) Spre':'d generously .
'

with our creamy Garlic & Herb spread (our own Bourstn)
Topped with tomatoes, onions & sprouts.
··

I
I
I

r

-----------~-~-------------

-236 Ce~tral Avenue, Dover
· Weeks Plaza/~eeks Traffic Circle, Dover
High Street, Hampton
48 Main Street, .Durham

The New Hampshire (USPS 379-280) is published and distributed semiweekly throughout the academic year. Our offices are located in Room
151 of the Memorial Union Building, UNH, Durham, N.H. 03824. Business
Office hours: Monday - Friday 10 am - 2 pm. Academic year subscription:
$20.00. Third class postage paid at Durham, NH 03824. Advertisers should
check their ads the first day. The New Hampshire will in no case be
responsible for typographit.:al or other errors, but will reprint that part
of an advertisement in which a typographical error appears, if notified
immediately. POSTMASTER: send address changes to The New Hampshire,
151 MUB, UNH, Durham, NH 03824. 10,000 copies printed per issue
by Journal Tribune Biddeford, Maine.

Another Great Reason to eat at the Bagelry
Mill Road Plaza
Durham 868-1424
19 Market St/Commercial Alley
Portsmouth 431-5853

Mon-Frt 7am-7pm
Sat. 7am-6pm
Sun. 8am-7pm

Copy of this ad in our Portsmouth store only
worth 50 cents off Heavenly Ham

-----__~k=~~~----------------'

L
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MOUNTWASHINGTONBACKPACKING:Sponsored by NH Outing Club. Friday, March 7 to Sunday,
March 9. Trip limited to 10 at a cost of $20. Pre
trip meeting, Wednesday, March 5, Room 12 9 ,
MUB, 5 p.m.
YOUTH SWIM PROGRAM REGISTRATION:
Sponsored by Dept. of Recreational Sports.
American Red Cross instruction and certification
for school age children. Beginner I through swimmer
levels. Diving and basic rescue and water safety
courses also available. March 29- May 10, Field
House Indoor Pool. Cost: $25 with a Rec Pass, $35
without. Registration is March 17-21, Room 151,
Field House, 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. Call 2031 for more
information.

CAREER
WHAT COULD I DO WITH A MAJOR IN PLANT
SCIENCE?: Sponsored by Career Planning &
Placement and Plant Science Dept. Learn about
plant science major and related careers. Tuesday,
March 4, Senate Room, MUB, noon to 1 p.m.
GRADUATE AND PROFESSIONAL SCHOOL
ADVISING WORKSHOP: Sponsored by Special
Services, T ASk Center. Graduate admissions exams.
Exam strategies, how to prepare, where to find
info., when exams are given, etc. Tuesday, March
4; Carroll Room, MUB, 3:30 to 4:30 p.m.
SUMMER JOB INFORMATION WORKSHOP:
Sponsored by Career Planning & Placement. How
to find and apply for summer jobs. Thursday, March
6 Carroll Room, MUB, noon to 1:30 p.m.
CAREER NIGHT- ADDRESSING CAREERS
IN "FINANCIAL SERVICES": Sponsored by UNH
Alumni Assoc., Career Planning & Placement &
Field Experience. Panel discussion with profes~
sionals in the field. Monday, March 10, Room 1925,
Alumni Center, 7 p.m.
CARRER PLANNING & PLACEMENT WORKSHOP: Sponsored by Non-Traditional Student
Center. Focusing on an overview of Career Planning
& Placement's services. Bring your lunch and we'll
provide so.up! Tuesday, March 11, Underwood
House, 12:30 to 2 p.m. For more info, call 3647

COMPUTER SERVICES
Academic Services: This semester, Academic
Services is concentrating on the conversion/migration from the academic DEClO (Charybdis) to the academic VAC/VMS (Hilbert) system.
Therefore we will not be offering the usual,
scheduled short courses, but we still have available
several facilities to help with your conversion
problems. A 24-hour "Conversion Help-Line" is
available by calling 3666. Drop-by "Conversion
Clinics" will be held evey Friday beginning promptly
at 2 p.m. in the Sto~e Cluste~ Classroom. No signup is necessary. On Hilbert a "Conversion Mailbox"
exists for answering questions. Type HELP
CONVERSION on Hilbert for more detailed
information on these sources of help.
USERS MEETINGS- Forum Room, Dimond
Library, 12-:30 to 2 p.m.; Academic Users on
Thursday, March 13 and Administrative Users
on Thursday, .March 20. An opportunity for users
to meet with Computer Services managers to hear
about and discuss computer policies, plans, and
problems. Many significant computer changes have
occurred and are occurring on campus.
SMALL SYSTEMS RESOURCE CENTER- Microcomputer Skill Building Sessions. Cer.tain
introductory courses of knowledge of your mKrocomputer' s operating system are prerequisites for
all sessions. Enrollment is limited, cost is $15 per ·
session. Call 2249 to preregister. The following
courses will be offered:
MICROSOFT WORD- 2 sessions, March 10 and
12 from 10 a.m. to noon. The features of using
WORD for preparing, editing and formatting
documents will cover windowing to different
documents, using glossart of frequently used terms
and preparing style sheets.
MANAGING A HARD DISK SYSTEM- March
12, from 2 to 4 p.m. Will teach you how to create
and use DOS tree-structured directories as an aid
·to the organization of your data and prowams for
your hard disk system. Backup and restoring hard
disk files will also be explained.

GENERAL
UNH DEBATE SOCIETY: Debate topic, "Resolved: That GEN ED's are useful," followed by
discussion. Tuesday, March 4, Room 211, McConnell, 7:15 p.m.

'.:..:1-.y
·.··,. .

y.· . .

U

SUMMER JOBS: Dept. of Recreational Sports needs
counselors and specialists for Camp Wildcat, June
23- Aug 8 and lifeguards for the outdoor pool and
attendants for Mendum's Pond Park. Call 2031
for more info.

By Bo Fuller
place during this time.
This semester 35 students at
According to Smith, almost
UNH Manchester are partic- all the students enrolled in the
ipating in The University Sys- course at UNHM are pleased
tem of New Hampshire's "tele- with the "tele-education" foreducation" experiment. Profes- mat so far. Beth Icenogle, a first
sor Sam Smith's Food and year sign language interpretaPeople course is being video- tion major, feels that Manchestaped as he lectures in Durham, ter students have an advantage
and then viewed as a four credit over students in Durham begraded course, at the . UNH cause the Wednesday seminar
Hackett Hi<ll campus jn Man- is more than 15 times smaller
chester. The original videotape , than the lectures in Durham.
is shuttled to the UNH library, She also believes that the videowhere 35 copies are made. The taped lectures would not be
students can view the class tape _ suitable for all courses. She
at home or at the VCR facilities explained that for certain
at the UNHM library. Food and classes, like those in her major,
People (ANSC 401) is currently it is essential to be in class where
the only course taught via you can ask questions on the
videotape, although other spot.
classes may be taught this way
When asked about his views
at UNHM next fall.
on the "tele-education" concept,
Tele-education enables stu- Smith explained that teledents like Karen Chickering to education makes optimum use
view the tapes in her parents of limited teaching resources.
home in West Chesterfield, It enables the University System
N.H. at her leisure. Pat Chur- to offer a wider range of courses
chill, another UNHM student, without hiring additional procan attend class whenever she fessors. Smith also added that
wants without missing a lecture. courses viewed out of a college
If she doesn't understand a point classroom setting may be more
she simply rewinds the tape and popular with non-traditional
watches again.
students.
Smith, who has taught his
Tele-educaticm-by videotape
nutrition course at UNH for 14 is the first stef toward the
years and was the 1983 recipient tentative goal o transmitting
of distinguished teaching award, classes between colleges within
travels with his wife, also a· the University System over
UNI-I professor, to Manchester lasercable.
every Wednesday night for a
Smith also said the University
seminar period where students considered shuttling him by
can get personal feedback on helicopter, only a ten minute
questions about the course mate-: ride, to Manchester to teach
rial. Tests and labs also take Food and People.

JOIN THE PIZZA FOR LUNCH BUNCH: Every
Friday starting in March, the Non-Traditional
Student Center will be offering pizza for lunch.
Drop by and indulge for $1 a slice. Fridays, except
spring break week, Underwood House, noon to
l _p.m.

LECTURE- CHEMICAL WASTED UMPS IN N.H.:
Speaker Bill Evans, Dept. of Hazardous Waste
Mangement will present slidesho.w and lecture.
Wednesday, March 5, Upper Lounge, Woodruff
House, 8 p.m.
SKIING THE ALPS: Sponsored by Professor
Helmut Pfanner, German Dept. Slide show of this
January's trip to Verbier and Chamonix, and
planning .of next year's trip. Thursday, March 6,
Room 121, Murkland, 7 p.m.
TAKE TWO~ MUSICAL PERFORMANCE: Sponsored by Richardson Gov't. A duet musical group,
singing pop songs primarly of the '60's and '70's.
Thursday, March 6, Upper Loµnge, Richardson
House, 9 to 11 p.m.

HEALTH
CONTRACEPTION SEMINAR: Sponsored by
Health Services- Health Education. Provides
students with informtion regarding different
methods of contraception, how they are used, and
factors to consider in choosing a metnoi:l ...Tuesday,
March 4, Conference Room, Health Services, 5: 15
to 6:45 p.m.
LIARS CLUB: Sponsored by Health ServicesHealth Education. A presentation examing facts
and fallacies regarding alcohol and its effects on
body and behavior. Tuesday, March 4, Christensen,
9:30 p.m.
OPEN ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS: Individuals
concerned about their drinking are welcome.
Wednesdays, Wolff House, noon to 1 p.m.
COUNSELING FACiiITATING EDUCATING:
Sponsored by Health Services- Health Education.
Barbara Nicholson, supervised counseling intern
from the Graduate Program in Counseling, Dept.
of Education, is available for one to one appointments for anyone wanting to explore emotional
aspects of college li(e. Wednesdays, Health ·
Education Ce,nter, 1-4 p.m. Call 3823 for info.
ADULT CHILDREN OF ALCOHOLICS: Meeting
for individuals affected by a parent's problem
drinking. Fridays, Catholic -Student Center, 7:30
to 9 p.m.
'

T

HEALTH SERVICES CONSUMER BOARD
MEETING: Wednesday, March 5, Hanover Room,
MUB, 3 p.m.

LOGA
CONNICTION.

MEETINGS
JUGGLING CLUB MEETINGS: Wednesdays ,
MUB, Check at Information desk for room, 7-11
p.m.

Concord Trailways will take you right to your
terminal from Durham, and pick you up when you
return. No reservations are necessary.

CATHOLIC STUDENT ORGANIZATION MEETING : Brief business meeting to be follwed by a
hug workshop. Bring a friend! Tuesday, March
4, Room 15, Catholic Student Center, 8 p.m.
ECOMONIC UNDERGRADUATE SOCIETY
MEETING: Guest speaker, Neil Nimon talks about
Graduate School in Economics. Wednesday, March
5, Room 312, McConnell, 4 p.m.
UNH HORSEMANS CLUB MEETING: Wednesday, March 5, Room 214, Hamilton Smith, 5:30
p.m.

urham to Logan
Leave
Durham
'

Arrive
Logan

Logan to Durham
Leave
Logan

Arrive
Durham
10:30AM

7:40AM

9:30AM

8:15AM

9:40AM

11:30AM

12:15 PM

2:30 PM

11:40AM

1:30 PM

4:00 PM

6:30 PM

1:40 PM

3:30 PM

6:15 PM

8:30 PM

3:40 PM

5:30 PM

SAILING CLUB ORGANIZATION AL MEETING:
Wednesday, March 5, Room 38, Field House, 7
p.m. For more information, contact the Recreational
Sports Department, Room 151, Field House, 2031.
COLLEGIATE 4-H MEETING: All majors welcome, no previous 4-H experience necessary.
Thursday, March 6, Room 212. Kendall, 7 p.m.
AIESEC MEETING: For all those interested in
business; locally, nationally, and iternationally.
All majors welcome. Thursday, March 6, Room
318, McConnell, 6 to 7 pm.
·

Durham N.H.
Young's Restaurant, 48 Main Street

(603) 868-2688
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New sorority gains charter
By Cammie Wright
For the first time in 25 years,
a new sorority has planted its
roots oh the UNH campus.
Alpha Phi's charter was signed
Saturday afternoon by the 81
initiated sisters establishing the
141st chapter of Alpha Phi.
Alpha Phi's trial period began
October 3 after international
representatives Collette Rankin·
and Lindsay Laughlin came to
UNH to choose 87 women from
the 171 interviewed to be the
founding pledge sisters of the
Eta Alpha chapter. By. last
December, an executive branch
w.as formed with President

Barbara Connolle Qr), Vice retreat at a pledge member's
President Michele Parkinson home. "That was really good,"
(Sr), Treasurer Mary Fagan (Jr), said Mary Fagan, Alpha Phi's
and Secretary Barbara Koontz treasurer, "we all finally got
together and really got to know
(Sr).
These women were respon- one ahother. It's hard to spend
sible for learning about Alpha time together without a house
Phi, teaching it to the others, or a place to hang out together."
Even with the great -diversity
as well as organizing the new
sorority. "It was like teaching of members chosen by . the
someone to drive and learning national representatives, the
at the same time," said Barbara new Alpha Phi sisters have
Connolle, Alpha Phi President. . quickly become united.
What makes Alpha Phi difWith only six members dropping out, tne 81 women at- ferent from the other sororities
tended numerous activities at UNH is its strict policy
planned to get to know one against hazing. They don't
another as well as a weekend believe in coercing any member
to do anything demeaning or
degrading. Their pledges are
treated as well or better than
any sisters for "pledges are the
life blood of Alpha Phi. They' re
the foture," said Connolle.
After leasing Ernest Cutter's
apartment complex on Garrison
Avenue (locally known as "The
Ghetto"), the Alpha Phi's are
looking forward to having a
home base on the UNH campus
where they can continue the
growth of the newly founded
sorority.
___ __ ·_ _

RETAIL MANAGEMENT TRAINEES

Part of the Ghetto housing complex which serves as the new
home for Alpha Phi sorority. (Dave Goodman photo)
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Advance
With A
$1.8 Billion Leader
In Retail
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Chinese Restaurant
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Cocktails Available
To Go: Call 868-1221
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Directly from Peking
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·-·GROUP SESSION:
Wed . Mar. 5, 7 p.m.
Memorial Union Building
Carroll Room . Open to all students

WE'VE GOT REEBOK.

Management Development Program
Thurs. Mar. 6, 8:30 · 4:00. Placement
Qffir,e. For further information
contact the Placement Office.

If you haven't considered rP,tail, you
haven't looked seriously at AmErS Department Stores. With more than 300 stores
throughout the Northeast ar.d Mid-Atlantic and
sales approaching $2 billion, we're one of the
fastest growing companies in America. For the
individual with the right blend of business sense
and cre::itive vigor, advancement opportunities are
almost endless!
We're looking for ambitious, creative people

it• •t •J;•t• •·•·• •·I• .·•·•·•·t1It1! • ll:a1JillWi~iiil.iilf.l
·!:· ·f~I · • · • ·
wetfllntetvrewlill•
Otftetma...tmrwno·
anffrorma~ng--rs 'preferretl: Aoweter~

are interested in a career in retailing.
Our Management Development Program will expose you to all
aspects of our mllilti-faceted retail environment. As a management trainee
you'll learn a host of disciplines ranging from inventory control to employee
relations. This is field education so you'll learn by doing ... and if you're
capable, you ' ll rise quickly in the organization . Successful candidates generally
complete the management training program in 31/2 - 4 years .
If your ready to apply your talents with a $1.8 billion retail leader,
it's time to look closer at Ames .

Available for Men and Women

Broa~way

M-F
9:30-9

Dover

AMES DEPARTMENT STORES, INC ..·1

E~cutive Offices: 2418 Main Street, Rocky Hill, CT 06067
Ames is an Equal Opportunity Employer M/F/HN

. .
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Nun supports Sandinistas
take-out &
fish market...
•fresh fish
•haddock

•scrod

This week's
special
Shrimp Boat

•steamers

By Mary Beth Lapin
The Sandinistas have turned
Nicaraguan society around,, according to Sister Mary Aileen
'Dame who worked for three
years at .the Ministry of Health
· in Nicaragua. Dame said that
allegations about the election
being rigged are unfounded.
"The last elec#on was probably
the most honest election ever
held in Nicaragua."
Dame who spoke Friday in
the Forum Room of the library
said, "The United States government would like to believe that
nuns working in Nicaragua are
unaware of the country's Communist leadership. I am not
apolitical, I am pro-government.
I make no excuses for ·that . I
think most of the nuns in

_!~cilitr i~ -~icaragua.

..........::·.::.. ~:::~· .... .. ..

$3.49 plus tax

•.

RESUMES.

Electronically Typed

Eating lite???
Now serving
char-grilled fish

•mussels

Nicaragua are aware of what the been my experience."
According to Dame, her views
situation there is.
This lecture was both a fund- make her unpopular with the
raising attempt for a N icara- church superiors. "The Cardinal
guan Youth Re-education Cen- is the titular head of the Contra.
ter and an attempt to contradict If there is any persecution of
the church in Nicaragua it is his
propaganda about the church.
Dame, who is pro-Sandinista persecution of members who
said that she is opposed to the are pro-government."
Dame · added her position
Reagan administration's policy
of giving aid to the Nicaraguan with the Ministry of Health
Contra movement. "In Nicara- grants her immunity from the
gua you can see the work of the Cardinal's efforts to make her
Contra. They attempt to destroy leave the country and silence
any good the government does. her.
"The Cardinal is a politican.
The Contra destroy a town.
Then they search for the people He allows the church to be used
of that town and single the for propaganda. It is sad for the
leaders out for slaughter. Child- church in Nicaragua."
ren do not escape this. The · Dame is currently in the states
Contra are not humanitarians, ; of her own free will and hopes
I have lived there and this has to raise money for a new youth

$17.50 includes
Typing, Selection of Pape! and Envelopes

Plus ·

•live lobster

25 copies * 25 envelopes .* 25 extra sheets of paper .

(Changes easily made with our 30 day memory storage:)

·•and much
more!

Open Monday - Friday 8:30-5:30

Durham ·Copy

deep;.fried ftmb
• d b. I
'" uri am.. .

Jenkins Court •Durham, N.H.•868-703t
'

POSITION AVAILABLE
as

SCHEDULING
COORDINATOR
.

for

FRESHMAN ORIENTATION '86

PART-TIME in MAY
.FULL-TIME in JUNE
Terms: $4/hour +Free Room in June
+ Free Meal Pass in June
OR (Your Choice)
$4.50/hour +Free Meal Pass in June
APPLICATIONS AVAILABLE
in the

I

Om-Trees.
Om-Towns.
Om- Forests.
Om- Rivers.
Om-Air.
Our Mountains.
Om- Plants.
Om- Fishes.
Om- Streams.
Om- Deserts.
Om- Lakes.
Om-Tomorrows~

Dean of Students Office
~

Al

2nd floor Huddleston Hall

L:~~~~

Give a hoot.
Don't pollute.
Forest Service, U.S.D.A. r8

.
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Rape: a reality on campu s
By Marla G. Smith
UNH' s Counseling and Testing
Paul ran into Karen at a dorm Center, a lot of women do not
party one weekend. She looked understand what classifies as
attractive to him, and he asked "date rape" or "acquaintance
her if he could walk her home. rape." Rape is any forcible
After stopping at his place to sexual assault in which the
get a sweater, Paul began to victim knows the assailant,
stroke Karen's hair. He drew either incidentally or intimately.
her to him for a kiss and then
"The college community
forcefully pinned her to the bed. needs to be educated about rape.
Shocked at the actions of her It is not a women's problem.
friend, Karen said, "I don't know Men seem to be totally denying
if it's the right time now." Paul it," said Dr. Melillo.
ignored her remark, yet she kept
Newsweek On Campus, rebegging him to stop. "What are porting on a three-year study
you? Some kind of tease?" Paul of 6,000 college women, stated
asked angrily. He unbuckled his that fifteen percent are rape
belt and Karen turned her head victims. Eighty-four percent of ·
in vain ...
them knew their attackers.
The above scene from, "The
The study was conducted by
Party Game," a video dramat- Professor Mary P. Koss of Kent
ized by Swarthmore students, State. It ws a three-year survey
is frequently shown to UNH throughout 33 colleges, which
students during rape counter- included 6, 104 women. Profesattacking programs.
sor Koss concluded that 103
According to Dr. Donna Me- rapes happen annually among ·
lillo, Staff Psychologist at 1000 women.

Many women don't think of
forcible sex, especially by someone they know, as rape. However, "acquaintance rape is the
single largest problem on campuses today," according to Ellen
Doherty, of the Rape Intervention Program for St. Luke'sRoosevelt Hospital in New
York.
When a rape ends, the woman's problems have just begun.
Shame, guilt, extreme depression, anger, fear and distrust
of other people overwhelm the
victim. "Some women come in
because they're in so much
pain," said Dr. Melillo. "They
ofteO' feel like they're not in
control of their lives at all."
If anyone is, or knows a rape
victim, they are highly encouraged to go to the Counseling and
Testing Center, which is directly
across from Stoke Hall, or call
Hood House.

CAFETERIA
Let us do the cookin !

--TUESDA'~i'-----------1

Broccoli Quiche
Almondine Chicken
Herb Roasted Potatoes
Aztec Corn
Vegetable Soup
Carrot Soup

-------- -----HE ART-- -------- --<continued from page 2)'
chance that the recipient will could fly a straight shot to
accept it is slim, according to Bradley International Airport
Jim Battaglio, director of public in East Granby, CT.
information at Hartford Hos-.
A back-up FB-11 lA was sent
pital.
from Pease to follow 30 miles
The surgeon called the Pease behind Lefforge and Bruger. If
command post looking for help. the lead plane had problems and
The command post sent word had to land, the second plane
to Scott Air Force Base in St. could take the organ with only
Louis, where most medical a few wasted minutes.
evacuation projects are based,
When Bruger walked into the
but found that Scott A.F.B. did facility at Tinker A.F.B., he was
not hav,e..a plane with tpe speed "kind of surpris€d" to hear they
and range to get the organ· to were transporti~g a heart, but
Connecticut quickly enough. No concentrated primarily on the
civilian craft could do the job flight he had in front of him.
either.
The officers were informed of
Bruger and Lefforge's sharp- the time constraints.1:hey were
nosed, 70-foot, FB-1 llA is working under, and Pease Hep.dcapable of breaking the sound · quarters approved ~. 3-l;iGur
barrier. By planning an in-flight extension OQ the usual 12-hour
refueling rendezvous with a K,C- Oight-t.ime-lifl)it for ~.rews.
135 strato-tanker, an fB-11 ,1 .·\ ' The intensive care 'unit.at the
could fly the 1,300 miles in time.Y ·~,tesbyterian Hospital in.Okfor Reinhardt to ha.ve an optim- . fahoma City called Ti~ker
al chance.
A.F.B., informing them they
Pease Headquarters made the would arrive with the heart in
decision to try and deliver half an hour . . Lefforge a_nd
Reinhardt the heart.
Bruger made their pre-flight
At about 7 p.m. Lefforge and checks and started.an engine just
Bruger were flying over Wa- before the ambulance a,rrived. ·
shington, D.C. on their training
The ambt:ilance sped towards
route. A radioed message from Bruger's side of the' jet, and Dr.
Pease ordered them to. divert Michael Fuenfre, who is doing
to Tinker Air Force Base in a fellowship at Hanford HosOklahoma City. They were told pital and had helped r~move the
the change had something to heart from th.e donor, ran up
do with a·human organ pick-up. the ladder with "it ' and the
Both of the captains were anx- medical records. .
.,_ .
ious to find out the comple.te
"Evidently, it was the first
story.
time they had deliv~red a heart
On the way to Oklahoma City, in this way," s·aid-:B'ruger, "beBruger and Lefforge coordinated cause the guy had a camera and
a meeting with a KC-135 from said, 'Let me get your picture.'
Pease so they could refuel in- Dave (Lefforge) turned around,
flight.
looked at the guy and he clicked
Meanwhile, Deputy Com- off a picture and the flash bulb
mander of Operation, Colonel went off right in Dav.e's eyes.
Dennis Cole, was at the Pease And the guy said, 'Let me get
command post working with the another one,' and Dave· turns
Federal Aviation Agency (FAA)
around and the guy d'id it again
to clear all the air space in front right in Dave's eyes. So during
of Bruger and Lefforge, so they the take-off rolls, Dave was

. seeing stars."
With clear air space in front
of them the whole way, the
pilots' flight to Bradley Air
National Guard Base in East
Granby went smoothly and
quietly.
At the Bradley landing strip
a nurse was waiting at 5 a.m.
for Bruger and Lefforge to arrive
with the heart.
According to Lefforge the.
nurse w,as so excited, she rap
and picked up the heart from
Bruger but forgot the medical
records and a sign Bruger had
made wishing Reinhardt and
the medical team good .luck.
They tracked her down to give
.her the records, and knew their
part of the job was done when
the Life Guard jet-copter took
off with the orgari for Hartford
Hospital.
Lefforge and Bruger· claim
f ease could not be part of an
operation like this every day.
"It depends on the availability
of the airplane, whether they're
ready to go, whether there are
crews. It took a lot of people to
pull it all together," Bruger said.
"It was a unique experience,
that's for sure," said Lefforge.
"It's pretty impressive, especially as you sit back and see that
Mr. Reinhardt is;doing :well and
to comprehend that this donor
· heart saved his life. Every day
that he continues is a day he
might not have seen and his
· family might not have seen with
him. That's the most rewarding
part.''
.
The difficult part of the
mission is over. The best part
is yet to come. Bruger a·nd
Lefforge plan on visiting Reihhardt in mid-May and will take
him a few things from their
wing of the base. The most
important gift, though, has
already been delivered.

-------- -----ZO NING· -------- ----(continued from page 1)
coordinato'r for the UNH student senate.
"There is strong support for
this proposal in Durham but
there is some resistance from
landlords and people wh9 feel
they have the right to do what
they want with their land. But

I don't feel there is enough
(resistance), said Griffith.
If the new zoning law comes
into existence, where will all
of the students go said Griffith
"The university has been
extremely lax in addressing the
housing issue." said Gooze."The

University has tried to foster
their housing problem off on
Durham, Newmarket, and Dover and if they run the Kari-van
out there, The college community will become much less unified."
·

•WEDNESDAY.------~
Cheese Rice Bake
American Chop Suey
Sauteed Zucchini
Mushroom, Pepper and Onion
New England Corn Chowder
Chicken Gumbo

-THURSDAY.-- -....,.
Veggie Turnover
Southern Fried Chicken
Oven Potatoes
Broccoli with garlic butter
Harvest Bisque
Vermicelli Soup

..FRIDAY.

..,.

Matt's Super Italian Day!

i, ,,
,,

:

.MONDAY

~·

'¥• ..;

"'

,.

Eggplant Lasagna
Chicken Marsala
Fettucini
Broccoli
Miri.estron~ . ,,
Beef Barley

,'

..

:"""

•"

,.

. "'

11:

~ -~~ ~
·Cl. ~

,:

.., .....

...--PISTACHIO 'S----..
Come in and enjoy a
delicious .sundae made·
with Almond Joy or Dutch Mocha
rce cream
, Only 99¢

Why not ti-y one of our
super 69¢ Specials
served from 3:30-7:30

..---MUBPU B---...
Join us from 4-7pm
Friday afternoons
fer TGIF. ..
The happiest 3 h·ours all week!

~MUB

CATERING--..

Show a friend you care with
o e of our delicious Goody Packages
for St. Patricks Day
Order before March 1O 868-2046
Deliveries made 12-14

..;
\ .
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Wanted: non~
Greek who dances

Replactt lost, Damaged,
or Discolored lenses at a
Fraction of their Original
Cost!
*Daily Wear Lenses
•Amsol
•Ame11can Hydron
•Aosoll
•Bausch & Lomb
•C1basoll

•Dui.isofl

$41.93 pair

By W. Glenn Stevens
of going out with an alchoholic."
Most students at UNH meet
"I want someone who doesn't
people at bars or sporting events have to get drunk to dance," said
or through some kind of social Box 4275.
organization. Most UNH stuShe said the response to her
dents find girlfriends or boy- personals so far has been confriends in much the same siderable but that she has yet
manner: One UNH student, to hook up with any of her
however, has adopted a more responders.
unorthodox method of finding
According to Box 4275, she
that special someone.
·
· is not interested in a sexual
The student, who wishes only relationship but does not disto be identified as Philbrook Box count the chance for one. "I want
4275, is trying to meet a man someone to go dancing with, if
through the personals in The anything else happens, fine."
New Hampshire
She said last semester she met
"There are alot of interesting someone she thought she liked
people here at UNH but I'm not but he turned out "to have the
meeting them," she said.
personality of a cardboard box."
Box 4275 said she is not According to Box 4275, "he,
interested in meeting someone unfortunately, is now a fraterthrough a fraternity because nity brother."
"ladies teas are just meat
Wanted: "A man with permarkets."
sonality and depth who likes to
"By the time someone gets dance." ·
through rush there an akhoholic," she said. "I have no intention

'l.~--------------------------Advert1se
. 1n
.
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~IHATYOU

I

bONTKNOW
ABOUT ARTHRITIS
CAN HURT YOU.

! The New Hampshire !

• Tinted Lenses
• Bausch & Lomb
Natural Tints
• Cibasolt Colors

I
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'63.97 pair
•fJtanded Wecir hn111

•AO Sollcon
•Ba11sct1 & Lomb

$57 /pr
$45/pr

•Coop1:rVis1on
Permalens
•CSIT
•Durasolt 3
•Gen~SIS 4
•Hyorocurve

$67 /pr
$97 /pr
$57 /pr
$55/0I
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SPRING BREAK
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$75/pr.

JF YOl,l~.l;l!;t~O 1$..NOT USTEQ..
HERE. SEND A COPY OF YOUR
PRESCRIPTION ANO WE WILL
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"Ms. Philbrook 4275" likes to dance and-is searching for elligible
men through the personal columns. (Cindy Rich photo)

S welling in one or more joints
E arty morning stiffriess
Recurring pain or tenderness in any joint
I nability to nl<JVl! a join1.. normally
bvious redness and wamwn in a joint

LEARN _____-_
BARTEN ING
land a good summerjob

o;

Unexplained weight loss, re.w
·combined with joint pain
Symptoms like these persisting for more
than two weeks

GET PROFESSIONAL TRAINING AT
MASTER BARTENDER SCHOOL 1rs
.EASY AND FUN. TEL (693) 659 - 3718

----- ---- - --

If you have these warning signs, consult
your family physician or rheumatologlst,
or call the Arthritis Foundation office
nearest you.

CALL
USTlll
OR WRITE l.!.J!!!!'!!.l!...~ltl!.9.ft%_,
TODAY . 84 Main St·reet
Newmarket, N.B. 0.3857

t: .:-~='=~~:·=-=-~-=--All lenses gua11nleed llnl quality, and
are s~pplted in Ille original lulory
sealed viall.

1-800-952-3335

FOL)..OW THESE 5 EASY STEPS
1·A.:qu11t1 your co111p1e1e contdCI 1en!>
prE<sc11p1ton
2 Complete ineorcter below
3 Mat.e cneck. money order. or
comp1ete c1edil card rnlormaion paya•
ble IOCLS. 1nc .
4 En.:lose name address &phOne
number wrlta order
5 Mc111 all anlo11nc11ion to.

Contact lens Supply, Inc.
30650 Carter Rd.

Cleveland, Ohio 44139
216/248-2417
"Contact Lens Suppliers
.
for 25 years."

Please send _ _ _ pairs at
only _•__ a pf.lir.
• Totolfor lonH•

• Shipplnt & Honcttlftl -

2-·o_o_

• Totol

I have enclosed total

payment in the following
manner: ·
_____ chock
___ VISA

_ _ inonoy order .
..:.__Mo1torCord

. (Personal Checks must be cleared .
prio1.io shipment)

________

°""'-··---'-----. ,.._
.........

•No single lens ordera please.
•We will keep oll pr1scription1 on file
for reordara.
• 90 °. of the lanHa ordered or• in our
inventor' ond ready to b• shipped in
24 houra.
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American Heart
Association
WE'RE FIGHTING FOR
YOUR LIFE
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-HAALAND(continued from page 1)

sity's problems, citing the new
advising center as "the brainchild" of the senate. The central
advising center due to open next
fall will help solve the problem
faced by undeclared majors in
selecting academic disciplines,
he said.
Focusing on frustration expressed by some students over
the length of time taken to
resolve problems, Haaland said
because students are only here
for four years they expect more
immediate action.
"What we have to do is adapt
to the changing clientele," said
Sanborn
In many cases the president
said he looks at least ten years
into the future to resolve problems UNH faces today. Proposals need lenghthy examination and re-appraisal before they
are implemented, he said. "Our
goal is the future."
"One bases one's claims to
be an excellent University by
the number of people who say
it is," Haaland said. "We can
say this now."
Haaland said there are problems at UNH "partly because
we care." Two primary goals,
he said, are to solve the library's
space shortage and ventilation
problems and improve facilities
at the Field House.

.

.
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i STUDENT SENATE AND i
i
DEAN OF
i
i···~···················································
STUDENTSAWARDS
i
•

i Jere A. Chase
Belen Duncan Jones Prize i
i Hood Achievement Prize Dean Williamson Prize !
i University Women's Award 1899 Prize
!
i
Erskine Mason Memorial Prize
!

••
••
•
•
!•
:
•
•

•

*Nominations due March 21st
*Nomination forms available at Student Senate
Office, Commuter/Transfer Center, and MUB
Information Desk.
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i sTiLL HAVe. Mc,>
KNOW-HOW
... BUT 'i seeM To
HAVeLOSTMY

KNoW-WHY!

5-1\

A lone fisherman braving the wind at Odiorne Point last weekend. (Cindy Rich photo)

THE ARMY

NURSING

CHA•LEMGE.
You've worked hard getting your
degree, hard enough that you'd l~ke to
continue the challenge. That's what
Army Nursing offers. The challenge of
professional practice, new study opportunities, continuing education and travel
are all part of Army Nursing. And you'll
have the respect and dignity accorded
an officer in the United States Army.
If you're working on your BSN or ·
if you already have a BSN and are registered to practice in the Urtited States or
Puerto Rico, talk to our Army Nurse
Corps Recruite·r.

__ )
S""-HA1-v S~

TEE·SHIRTS!
50/50 COTTON-POLY
FABRIC SILKSCREEN,
COLOR DESIGNS.

CALL COLLECT:

301 · 677 · 5355

ARMY NURSE CORPS.
BEALLYOU CAN BE.

Canyou~e, .

motivate, ·counsel and
care for 40-60 people?
At Burger King., our restaurant managers are
people oriented individuals who enjoy helping others
live up to their potential. We prefer you have a
minimum of 2 years of college or 1-2 years of retail or
restaurant supervisory experience. It could be the most
rewarding thing you ever did for yourself and for the
people you'll work with .

NAME!

ADDRESS
CITY

D

. ON CAMPUS INTERVIEWS:
Thursday, March 6

I I

I

Unable to attend? Send your resume to: Human
Resources, Burger King, 1800 W. Park Drive,
Westborough Office Park, Westborough, MA
01581. Eqt1al Opportunity Employer M/F/H.

I I

CHECK

I

0

BB

0

l.x~. . l1 ;rbA~:

THIS OFFER BROUGHT TO YOU BY:

ACCOUNTNO.
1
---S-,G-N-AT-U-RE_ _ _--

LIN:•TEX/i .

1~~n~Wx:~~31 301
PHONE ORDERS

~f2)c~~~4870 ·

'?'LEAS~ ALLOW 4-6

WEEKS FOR DELIVERY.

&URGER -

KING

Ge~

--

all you need to succeed.
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-PREGNANCY·
Them You Care!" ·
"Show
t1ll
*' 9'1,
' ' 'Goodie P~ckages Jt Jt Jt

(continued from page 2)

originally formed this international organization in 1976 as
a support group for natural
mothers who had lost contact
with their child.
Campbell lost contact with
her child through traditional
adoption. "We are concerned
about those who are experiencing now what we were experiencing then. We want them
(women) to know they have an
informed choice. We didn't feel
we had a choice," said Campbell.
"There's a concern that if they
(natural mothers) go to agencies , they (agencies) aren't
aware enough of the long-term
ramifications of separation of
the child by adoption to be able
to give the mother a long-term

.1I

$.1 5.50
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-dissertations
-thesis
-all printing -orders
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icing) $9.00
Package _#2
, "Complete Goodie Package" (includes reusable
basket filled with apples, oranges, nuts, cheese & crackers, a granola
. bar and your choice of People Magazine or Sports Illustrated) $7.50
Package #3
,
"Chock full of chips" (chocolate chip cookies at $2/dozen minimum
order: 3 dozen). Deliveries made to anywhere on campus Call the
Goodie package in MUB to place order 868-2046.
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WHEN YOU NEED COPIES

1

1
I
I
I
I
I
I
· I

· .
I N K.· CAMPUS COPY· &PRINTING
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47 MAIN STREET DURHAM, NH,
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BREAK THE HABIT

1. Smoking can dull
2
11

3

4

5

8

7

6

9

these (taste, e.g.)

10

2. Famous actress'
monogram

13

12

14

3.- The Great

15

4.
18

5.
21

r
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I
1
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Package#!
"Say it with a cake" (we print anything on
a delicious chocolate cake with chocolate

• • •
to go through all the griefwork.
A woman can trust us because • ACROSS
we've been through it," said ' 1. The habit many
want to break
Campbell
7. Foul ; putrid
Often adoptive parents in8. Not gc:iod
conterested in open adoption
11. Tall flightless
.
bird'
tact CUB an d are given names
of women to contact who would p 12. Some people do
this to powdered
like to give up their child in an •
tobacco
open adoption
, 13. Actress Lupino
.
· bl
A not h er pro. em with tra14. _ _ a hand to
..
a smoker on
dtt10nal adoptrnn agencies is •
Smokeout day
that lawyers may actively push
the man (natural father) out of 15. "~ing Kong "
director's
·
b
·
h
monogram
t e p1~ture ecause 1.t tends to r
Some people dip
16.
•
proceadopt10n
the
complICate
it or chew it
dure, according to Jon Ryan
from CUB. An advantage of 18. Chicago's home
(abbr.)
· prov1·d es coun- •~ 20. Ancient
· t h at 1t
CUB
South
. 1s
American Indian
selrng for the man who may r
race
experience stress in such a
22. What a smoker
traumatic situation.
to break
" Studies have shown th a t • 23. wants
Little people
80 P.ercent of the men want to ~ 24. Government
agency which
get rnvolved . Men have been '
deals with
t~aditi9nally neglected or ac- •
ttvely pushed out of the (deci- r 27 cfa.rmdmgL
. 1n y auper
'd
,,
k. ·)
·
says this
s10n ma mg process, sa1
"changes
Ryan.
everything"
The-third choice to keep and
Some even do
. • 28. this
h 'h
· t h e ch.ld
to tobacco
1 w et er marned ~
raise
or not, holds life-long impact 29. Flip side of Bruce
Springsteen hit:
and a great deal of separate •
"_ _ Cadillac"
questions which must be ans31. That is (abbr.)
wered.
of gum
32. A
.
may be a helpful
W 111 the mother be able to
cigarette
afford the hospital costs? Will
subs~itute
she marry? Will she continue •
on in school? Go to work full 33. M.q. s who often
r cut 1t out
f
.
Wh
.
o w1 11 _care or the • 37. Elvis was one,
tu~e./
Valentino, too
the
for
child? And who will pay
many costs incurred by raising 40. Tariff in England
41. - - and
a growing child?
~n~
Th eresa H ump h us, a. UNH 43. on Smokeout
Day you may
second-year student rn the •
want to _ _ a
Thompson School, is presently ,
smok.e r .
in her sixth month of pregnan45. Pending
c
Humphus said her feelrngs
were hard to define when she
first found out she was pregnant. "It wasn't anything at first
. k . ,, h'
h.l
k
·
1t _too a w 1 e to srn rn, s e
said.
She decided to keep the baby
despite the difficulties of being
b
d
· d
~n unmar~1e stu e~t ecause
I am agamst abortton. And I
couldn't carry a baby for nine
months and then put, it up for
adoption."
·. d
Bot h s h e an d h er b oy f nen
Cory aq~ still in school and
intend to get married when they
graduate. The baby' is due in June
d s to
·
an d t h en H ump h us mten
take a semester 9ff before
returning to school. Once back
in school, she has made arrangements with her sister ·to care
'Id
f o~. t h e ~ h 1 . ·
,
I wish It was sooner. I .m
tired of being pregnant! He's
(Cory's) excited too. We both
can't wait for the baby.".
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"Special St. Patrick's Day Package." Show
Someone you care with special
St. Patrick's Day cookies delivered anywhere
on campus (including fraternities & sororities)
Order by March 10th. Deliveries March 11-13
minimum order 2 doz/$2.95/doz.
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·25 sets

enve opes
c hoepeietss

includes typing
matching paper

1
1

Special

r
•
,46.
47.
•
49.

r
r 50.

•

51.
53.
57 ..

6.
7.
8.

9.

34

17.

49

19.
21.
25.
,

26.
28.
29.
30.

PUZZLE ANSWERS

31 .
34.
35.
36.
38.
39.
42.
44.

48.
52.
54.
55.
56.
58.

59.
60.

events 1rnt1als .

/ifl.1-71

62.
63.

64.
65. Monogram of

67. Short for

'
•

45

64

61. _ _ and Pop
• 62. Well known NY

December
holiday
68. 1~85. Os'?arwinning film
69. Cigarettes often
cause this
70. Smoking_can
cause this

10.
14.

constitutional
addition for
women
M_ouths; orifices
Give ~p, as
smoking
Fed. agency
concerned with
carcinogens
Sts., Hwys., Lns.
Number of
fingers and toes
_ _ pop
_ _ what?

Department store
(initials) .
65. What a cigarette
off
Black, in France
66. gives

36

40

• 58. Stop-~~o.k.ing

r

35

American
Smoke
Source of both
ego and libido
An addictive
ingredient in
tobacco
Family doctor, for
short
Broad, fastpaced comedy
What bridge
players do
One who's
hooked on
smoking
Larry Hagman is
its star
Former smoker
and 1984
Olympic diving
champ
To _ _ ;
namely
A type of smoker
_ _ smoking
The American
Cancer Society.
sponsors these
every November
Perform, execute
Between bee an
dee
The "Purple
j
Rain" man
What millions put 1..
•
aside for
Smokeout Day
Lights up
What you bake i
Short for
government dru •
agent
What a tooth
often gets from
smoking
Cigarettes can
give this to your
hair and clothes i
•
British title
•
Back talk
Monogram of
noted Chinese
diplomat (18891952)
Neuter pronoun
Not yes
Prefix meaning j
all, everywhere
You open it
Parisian girlfrien
Sometimes a
diversion from
smoking
Medical group,
initials
Short for a
deposit of dirt or
•
tea leaves
Dallas inst. of
higher learning
Sometimes a ·
cigarette (slang) I
Cigarette leftover

I

AMERICAN
WCANCER
fSOCIETY®

'60s pop singer

of "Why" and
"Venus"
67. National social
sorority, initials
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Editorial
Constru ctive engagem ent forUNH
Many people expected fireworks at the
student senate meeting last Sunday, when
UNH President Gordon Haaland and Dean
Gregg Sanborn arrived to respond to recent
criticism about administrative insensitivity
towards Student opinion. The newly-formed
Students for a Better Campus, a small group
comprised mainly of senators, has accused
Haaland of exercising heavy-handed "arbitrary control" and of ignoring faculty
and student input ori a wide range of
University issues. Students anticipating
drama at the meeting, though, probably
left wonderin_g what all the fuss is about.
Unfortunately, time was limited and
Haaland's critics squandered what little
time they did have by failing to bring up
concrete examples of administrative mismanagement. No one, for instance, questioned any aspect of the budget, or specified
how the administration might approach
any of the University's other problems.
The only time the president appeared to
be put 'on the spot' ·w as when a senator
on the council for academic affairs requested
inclusion in the committee studying the
University's current general education
requirements.
Opening shots at the meeting were fired
by Kenneth Bartlett, one of Haaland's more
vocal senate critics, when he called for an
"open foru~" to discuss the various
problems caused by over-enrollment. But
Bartlett missed the mark. As Haaland
quickly pointed out, such a forum would
serve only for the chewing-over of issues

The University community needs to
address the cause of these and other
problems, not agonize over the symptoms.
There already exist suitable forums - the
senate, committees. and the .University's
newspapers - to air UNH's problems and
attempt to arrive at solutions. To write
off the existing channels of dialogue as
useless in the face of a deaf administration
is defeatist,_ not to mention an over-reaction.
Does the administration listen, though?
Yes, according to Haaland, Sanborn and
most of the senate. No, according to SBC.
Yet, SBC member Jack Martin only appeared
able to cite a couple of examples (rather
weak ones at that) in which the administration had directly overruled senate
resolutions. One of these, interestingly
enough, was a clear case in which a
department --: Residential Life - had acted
to save a valuable concept by refusing to
include the mini-dorms in the lottery
system. By vetoing the senate's recommendation, Residential Life acted in what many
people - including the senate's own Residential Life Council - judged to be in the
best interests of the students.
What limitations should be placed on
the senate and various committees throughout the University? Certainly if every item
of business that passed over the president's .

Pawns

Ignorance

To the Editor:
The Reagan administration has
been widely praised for its role in
the Filipinos' liberation from Marcos' dictatorship. Now success .i n
the Philipines is being cited as
justification for a proposed fourfold increase in financial aid for
the Contras fighting the Nicaraguan
people. The comparison is ridiculous. The Marcos government was
toppled by a powerful people's
resistance, coupled with a viable
political opposition. The Contras,
on the other hand, are a small and
violent terrorist organization.lacking public support and offering no
political alternative to a bloody
dictatorship.
Where were the United States'
dollars when the popular Sandanistas were struggling to liberate
Nicaragua from the stranglehold
of So mos a? Suppose the United
States decides next year that it
disapproves of policies instituted
by the Aquino government. Will
it then pump millions of dollars
worth of support into a brutal
terrorist organization made up of
disgruntled Marcos admirers? If
the U.S. had not propped up both
the Marcos and Somosa regimes
for decades, would either have lasted
as long as it did? It's time the U.S.
stopped using small Third World
countries as pawns in its incessant
chess match against the "Soviet
Block."
- -Leslie Matthews
Graduate Student
Plant Science

To the Editor:
I applaud Sonia Schmitt's essay
on the pervasive American ignorance of other cultures and places.
However, I write now to assure her
that geography is alive and well in
James Hall. We offer two courses
that fulfill the foreign culture
requirement in the General Education curriculum: Geography of
the Western World and Geography
of the Non-Western World. Five
sections of these courses are offered
in each semester and we welcome
all serious students. Our mission
is to combat cultural ignorance. Try
us, you will find that we do a good
job!

----

desk was subject to a vote, very little ~ould
actually be achieved at UNH. H final
approval of the budget was dependent on
a vote of approval by every department
and pressure group in the University, the
budget process would become hopelessly
bogged down.
The current system depends on a large
degree of mutual goodwill and respect, and
while it works there is nothing fundamentally wrong with that. Until the members
of SBC come up with more specific and
credible examples of administrative breach
of goodwill, they have little ground to claim
that the system has broken down.
The .fact that ultimate decision-making
appears to be in the hands of a small f'JOup
of people does not mean the rest ci the
University is without power or influe nce~
Ultimately the administration is dependent
on campus-wide cooperation. If its conduct
is perceived to be callous, negligent or
irresponsible, there are numerous ways
the problem can be approached. Currently
the best course of action for concerned
individuals and groups is to devote their
energies to the thorough study of specific
problems and to the presentation of
convincing arguments, both to the administration and to the campus as a whole.
Everyone agrees- · there are issues that
deserve such attention. Surely the SBC
realizes that only a foolhardy administration
would turn a deaf ear to a consensus of
reason brought to its attention m an
articulate and responsible manner?

like the lack of parking and dormitory space,
but would do little to get to the root of the
problem - over-enrollment.

·lecture in the Strafford Room in
the MUB yesterday, in which he
advocated violence in the struggle
for equality," (issue of 1/31, p.3)the exact opposite of the King and
Breeden message of non-violence.
I had hoped that before now
someone would have corrected this
egregious (and socially dangerous)
mistake, but since no one has, and
despite my nearly 14 years of
retirement, my conscience impells
me to bring this matter to your
attention, even at this late date.
George M. Hasl.erud
UNH Professor emeritus of Psychology

Abuse

To the Editor:
It's unlikely that mu(::h thought
William H. Wallace went into the decision to run
Chairman "Students Love Abusive Terms"
Dept. of Geography in a recent New Hampshire. It's
obvious that even less went into
the writing of the article itself. We
don't dispute the accuracy of Ed
Garland's reporting - no small
To the Editor:
wonder that Karl and his groupies
Almost a month ago Rev. James
Breeden, Dean of the chaplains at have devised their own vulger lingo
Dartmouth, talked about the sig- for his grease - but some things
nificance of Rev. Martin Luther . are undoubtedly better left unsaid.
King's non -violent struggle for In whose interest (other than
justice and its special meaning in Karl's) does it serve to describe
our day when many minorities (and sexist and offensive language in
_
women, really a majority) are asking graphic detail?
Although Garland quotes one
as a beginning that we listen and
"girl" as saying that "A lot of people
try to understand their complaints.
Your reporter, David Olsoq, gave find (Karl's) derogatory to women,"
a good aceount except for missing this does not stop him from diving
the ironic in his reference to into the slime to wrench a few
Malcolm X. But the author of the choice vulgarities. For innocent
caption beneath the picture of Dean laughs, of course.
_Appare_ntly, Garland and the
Bre<:den wrote, "he delivered a

Breeden·

ed~tors ot The New Hampshire

must serve hot dogs!)
think that degrading women and
"Snotty fries and big guys." Bet
children, by naming sandwiches they go down good when you're
after bowel movements and men- watching Faces of Death and highstruation, is amusing. Funny there way accident films.
was no mention of any greasewiches
Maria and Michael Cote
referring to males. (C'mon Ed, Karl·
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University Forum
under·
Students
•·
a microscope
By Sonia Schmitt
Expecting a front page spread on
the latest bingo winner from Newmarket, I fleetingly glanced over a copy
of The Midnight Star. Instead, the
headline "Your College Student and
Drugs" leaped out in bold type. Ironically fascinated by anything I find
insulting, I continued to read. "What
do you do if you sus peer your college
offspring is experimenting with detrimental substances?" There was also
a large map of the United States
indicating the location of various
counseling centers for drug and alcohol
addiction; next to the map, a list of
about ten hotline and toll-free phone
numbers.

"The media focuses on
college students and drugs,
sex and alcohol."
Not wanting to read any further, I
put the article down, trying to figure
out why I was so angry. After all, many
. college students do abuse drugs and
alcohol; why should_ the truth annoy
me? I guess it's acceptable by now that
most of the girls I know trip daily on
the "X." It wasn't until several days
later the supreme enlightenment came;
that article considered only a small
orner of the picture, and not a very
flattering one at that. In essence, the
authors were fabricating half-truths
that distorted the significance of the
problem.
Sadly, The Midnight Star is just a
representative example of a media that
constantly focuses on college students
and drugs, sex, alcohol, prostitution,
and crime-in short, anything deemed
immoral. The subject pervades local
newspapers, prominent national magazines, local and national television
news, and even TVsit-coms. The media
has such an authoritative role in
America that a bias in society as a result
of lopsided media coverage is an
inevitability.
My gripe wouldn't be so substantial
1
if there were more notice given to
college students' accomplishments.
Does the average citizen realize that
the same student who guzzles beer
Thursday night and gets stoned on
Fridays is also taking multidimensional
calculus and plans to be a biomedical
engineer? Whatabout the student who
manages to juggle an honors schedtde,
a part time job, plays varsity field
hockey, and still settles for nothing
but excellence in all three? Don't be
too surprised if you don't see stories
of this type in tomorrow's daily or
tonight's six o'clock news. ·
I have two theories on this phenomenon. First, the mass media is merely
catering to human nature, a nature
which enjoys hearing about the misfortunes of others, violence, and sex
(hence shows like the high-rated
"Miami Vice" and "Dynasty"). Second,
on a more subconscious level, adults
enjoy hearing about the indecent
behavior of college students, as a sort
of morality booster. Perhaps the
knowledge that young people have
problems is strangely assuring to most
adults, giving them the opportunity
to shake their heads and say that times
have changed since the "good ol' days."
Maybe this makes them feel like more
responsible, mature members of society, as they wallow in their alcoholism,
extramarital affairs, tax eva$ion, and
cigarette addiction.

History has proven that each unruly
younger generation calms down and
ensconces itself in respectable middle
age . Take the 60's generation, for
example. These freedom fighters who
so vehemently opposed the Establishment have, in less than a decade,
transformed into an integral part of
it. Youth of the Eighties are no
different. While at times it may seem
that we are headed for purgatory, this
is not the--case. In fact, the opposite
holds true. More than ever before,
young adults are accepting the challenges and stresses of an adult world,
and succeeding. Rather than concentrate on our foibles, the media should
highlight our many triumphs in the
face of adversity.
I am not advocating that news
agencies totally ignore high-school and
college students' drug and alcohol uses
and pregnancy. Society must come to
grip with these problems; and in order
to develop a reasonable solution, the
population must be accurately informed. Coverage, to the extent that
it takes the subject completely out of
proper perspective, does a great disservice to the audience. It is time that
the news media acknowledge that the
words "college students" are not
synonymous with beer and marijuana.
After this realization is reached, these
issues will finally be put into proper
context, and the news media will
present a true portrait of society,
especially college folk.
Sonia Schmitt's column appears every
Tuesday.

. Iacocca sings
the songs
By Bryan Alexander
I was reading the Boston Globe the
other day when I came across this story
about Lee lacocca, .the chairman of the
board of Chrysler Corporation. lacocca
has been in the news a lot lately, so
seeing his name in print was not
surprising. The story called him a
"genius" which is nothing new once
again, since he brought Chrysler back
to prominence after it had been in the
·
dumps for a few years.
lacocca's latest praise comes from
his most recent advertising blitz. You
may recall his effort to buy the rights
for Bruce Springsteen's song "Born
in the U.S.A." to sell his latest line of
cars. Well Springsteen refused, so
lacocca had to look elsewhere.

.

_,,

Prescott s
pen

Black and
white invalidity
By Alan Adelman _

. The mass media, journalism in
particular, intrigues me to no end.
/. Where else can an average bumpkin,
?
5
yours truly for exam pie, sit _down to
_ _J:_(/(J~l+t!!!l~N"..:.u~A-:::1"'.!_~~r4C::_Tl.:,:::l!A:!-W'...::~·-71
a typewriter or word-processor, pluck
. / '
~
out .a pattern of words at their own
·
"--..._ ·
discretion, and have any number of
'\___,,. -unsuspecting, truth-seeking readers
.·' Ii,
spontaneously attribute validity tO"' the
supposed "news," if for no other. reason
than it's in "black and white?
Not unlike television, newspapers
portray images. The one goal set for
these images is to infiltrate the minds
· of the general public, and shape their
interpretation of world events in a
desired fashion. In short, the journalism
L ----------~.....-~ ____.
business is similar to most any other
business in that it survives and thrives
on manipulation.
My purpose here is not to simply
take a negative look at this indispensable institution, but to suggest that,
contrary to what editors aro_u nd the
world would like you to believe, it does
not operate in a state of absolute
chastity. Intertwined with the responsible, accurate, and non-biased (if that
/
is indeed possible) news reporting is
~-~-------------·
a whole slew of well-disguised, selfserving, distortions of facts. '
Uncovering a general, underlying
cause of the sad state-of-affairs of most
American newspapers would be as
thankless a job as it is unfeasible.
However, it is possible to propose some
of the more specific causes and the
respective effecrs·of slanted journalism.
Cause number one is of political
nature. Depending upon where in the
United States a newspaper is located,
and to which political party the headbrass of the paper subscribes, presentation of what at one time was the same
news will fluctuate. Although the UPI
and AP news services provide much
of the daily releases, the individual
newspapers have ways of: changing
this, dropping that, highlighting this,
and burying that on p age 13. Conservative or liberal newspapers would not
.:
be labeled as such if they reported the
news similarly.

also been known to sing the General
Electric and the Burger King themes;
I have not heard any plans to turn those
into songs.
While this shows a great lack of
creativity on Rogers's part, I won't be
surprised if the song becomes a hit.
This is America, where big names sell
merchandise, not talent. Just look at
"Kenny Rogers's idea Eddie
Murphy's attempt at music,
could cteate a big break in which some people seem to enjoy, or
worse yet, Philip Michael Thomas's
the music industry for the new album. While these two people
are talented in their entertainment
musically talent-less."
fields, comedy and acting respectively,
they both have no right to enter a
The result, as many Saturday .morn- . recording studio.
ing television viewers can attest, is the
Rogers's idea could create a big break
jingle tided ''The Pride Is Back." It's
in the music industry for the musically
a catchy tune, the kind you find youtself
talent-less. It will allow them to take
singing in showers and empty elevators
recognizable commercial jingles and
or whistling down deserted streets.
make them into hits, instead of forcing
Apparently Kenny Rogers has a
them to come up -with their own ideas.
fondness for the jingle too, for the story
With Rogers's success thousands of
disclosed Rogers's plan to make "The
washed up celebrities will cancel their
Pride Is Back" into a complete song.
appearances on "Solid Gold" or "Love
This· is certainly good news for lacocca,
Boat" and turn their attention to the
because it will put his slogan on every
television for inspiration.
American radio, causing listeners to
So why is everyone calling ·facocca
run out, filled with visions of baseball
a genius-because a big name singer
and apple pie, and buy one of his cars.
will be joining Chrysler in selling cars?
But that doesn't make Iacocca .a
No, let's give some of the credit to
genius, it makes Rogers an idiot. Is he
Rogers, who is foolish enough to take
so desperate for music that he has
on this new idea of turning commercials
resorted to copying television commerinto albums.
icals? I know I admitted to singing the
Bryan .Alexander is a Staff Reporter
tune every now and then, but I have

"Newsreporting is a whole
slew of well;.disguised,
distortions of facts."
The next cause is more micro in
nature. Within each newspaper is an
authority known as the editor-in-chief
(head of an editorial staff). It is that
person's say as to how the incoming
news will be edited; or according to
Webster's New Collegiate Dictionary,
. "altered, adapted, or refined especially
to bring about conformity to a standard
. or to suit a particular purpose." It is
too much to ask for one recognized
"standard." So, as a result, you ,can be
rest-assured that the part of the
definition that says "or to suit a
particular purpose" is much too often
used. An executive position at a
newspaper can be analogous tb the
reign of former President of the
Philippines Ferdinand E. Marcos; one
might come into the position of
authority with humane yearnings, yet
the ample opportunity for additional
power, and thus corruption, is a strong
temptation.
So what's my suggestion? Stick to
the editorials, but don't forget the
sports and comics.
-Alan Adelman is a columnist for The New
Ham shire.
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}Javing A Party?
Celebrating A
Special Occasion?
Balloon Bouquets
Make It Extra Special
Pick Up At Our Shop
.Or Order Delivery By
A Costumed Character
I

\\'"

.

Miss Lily's Costume Palace
LoeatedAt

The Yankee Emporium
· Rte. 4, Nortllwood

942-181

Ask about our special campus.rate

Learn German

-----ALFIE --------

German will be ~he soie language of communication . and German
life and culture the heart of this six week residency· program of
intensive language study.
You may earn up ~o nine undergraduate or graduate credits while
living in the beautiful surroundings of our country campus:· just
minutes away from Rhode Island 's magnificent beaches and historic summer colonies .
Thi s program is idea·lly suited for anyone wishing to learn or
improve his .or her German - from business pl'."ople and travel~rs.
to students planning work or study abroaJ . To accommodc.te
professionals with limited time , it is possible to enroll in the
program for either three or six weeks . Take advantage of this rare
opportunity to part icipate in this total German Language
experience.

......

March 6

c•

For details: Dr. John Gra1;din
Dr. Otto Dornberg, Co-Directors
D~...,..,.....
Department of Languages
University of Rhode Island
'11:11..
Kingston. RI 02881 14011 792-5911
~
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June 30 August 8, 1986
The Sixth Annual German Summer School of
the Atlantic at the University of Rhode Island in
co-operation with .the Goethe Institute Boston.

Dir: Lewis Gilbert (Great Britain, 1966, 114 min) Starring: Michael
Caine, Shelley Winters. Caine's second big role (following The
Ipcress File was a tour-de-force of cheeky, tower class British
charm. Caine changed his name from Maurice Micklewhite,
but kept his Cockney accent, and it's perfect for this film about
a phenomenally successful womanizer who begins to wonder
what it's all about. Academy Awards: Best Song (Alfie). In
Cinemascope.

7 & 9:30 pm .
$1 Students
$2 Non-students
Strafford Room MUB

Tliis Summer

.

This Summer Spend

Six Weeks in England
July 18 -August 30, 1986

Learn
and Tour

•••
••
•
•:

I.

••
••
••
•:

Live in Bath, fngland tt fdinborougb, Scotland and study
fnglish History and Literature while earning 6 undergraduate credits (non-credit by special arrangement)·.
fxplore fngland and Scotland with many side bips.
The prjce of $2600 includes round bip BostonLondon air fare, all accommodations, all tours tt
other charges. Space is limited. Deadline: April 15,
1986.

• .'<a o~ Ertn11-I~

.50¢ admission with a Jlgwaiin Shirt
: ·From 4-7 Friday afternlfn in the MUB Pub
~•••••••• ~i~~liii~~~liiiii~ ••••••••••

l

~~: s..r~~·

Jofrdan l'liller.
ror detafib
Depl o [ngl...,.. Un..e~ty o Rhode Island
Kingston, R.I. 02881 (401) 792-5931or4687

College or Continuing tducatlon
~niversity of Rhode Island

.

_ .

,"'411111 .-' •..
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Arts 8t featu res
Sunday- night shakedo wn at the MUB
By Gregg Goostray
Sunday night is classically
dead around campus, yet it need
not be that way. Scope came
through again with yet another
cure for those mid-winter business stats blues and Sunday was
the night.
Face to Face and The Jon
Butcher Axis brought an electric ·
shock treatment to the Granite ·
State Room that was destined
to collapse the back support
pillars by excessive, harmonic
stress.
The Axis got things off the
ground fairly quickly with an
interesting style that ranged
from gut-wrenching rock, t;ather
soulful blues, and perhaps_a bit
of reggae thrown in for good
measure.
One couldn't say that he was
an opening act because this was
that type of vintage double
billing that everyone always
wishes for.
It's evident that Jon Butcher
is no slouch at the guitar. His
amazing hyper-technical acrobatics are enough for Jeff Beck
to listen twice in some instances.
Mostly thrown in as captivating
interludes, these Van Halenesque leads reeked with an
inimitable style and an impressive command of the fretboard.
His concert version of "Life
Takes A Life," a true hit around
the WBCN vicinity and one that
received considerable video play,
was delivered with extraordinary gusto considering that
Butcher had been suffering from
the flu .
... Electricity" and "Money,"
the closing pieces, received
much acclaim from an appreciative audience. The sound was
overly acceptable, albeit a bit
heavy in the lower registers. The
vocals were amazingly strong
given the propulsive bass and
rhe slightly over-amplified
drums.

Face to Face is another story
in itself. Having been unplugged
by the decible police last September in an energetic outdoor
performance behind Alexander
Hall, the group was back to
finish off what they had started.
Lead singer, Laurie Sargent
not only has an overactive
metabolism, she has a relentless
stage energy that doesn't give
up. Her gyrations and thoroughly aerobic mannerisms brought
a truly dynamic edge to Face to
Face and a visceral vitality
unequaled in most bands of this
nature.
With a wave of her hand,
most of the audience save a few
timid record company executives, radio DJ's, and critics,
trampled up the aisles and
gathered at the foot of the stage ·
in a feverous frenzy.
Perhaps their biggest hit to
date, "10,9,8" came across good
but not excellent. The acoustics
of the Granite State Room are
much better suited for lectures
or organ recitals since the
chandeliers tend to give a slight
Leslie speaker effect when
enough sound gets pumped
through the air. Nevertheless,
Face to Face rocked the place
in their own inimitable style.
During the second encore,
Laurie Sargent climbed over the
stage monitors and ventured out
into the swarthy masses, beckoning them to succumb to the
now possesive musical herd
instinct.
ln an extended version of
"Under the Gun," the Granite
State Room was transformed
into Pete Townsend's "Face The
Face" video incarnate as a dozen
fans swarmed lemming-like
onto the stage and sang and
danced their way through some
of the coolest music this side
of Soho.
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Two movies reveal two sides of cinema
vulnerable girl the audience sees in the movie looksJike a training
from the start. Andy is a senior, camp for Don Johnson and
has weathered the ravages of Madonna impersona.rors bent
high school and must now face upon corrupting society with
By Paul W ol~erbeek
the equivalent ~f trial-by-fire; their expression of individuality.
the senior prom. Until she
One of Hughes' real strengths
Just who is this Molly Ring· meets Blain, she is both dateless is his use of fall-guy characters.
wald, and who does her hair? and has little initiative even to Harry Dean Stanton plays the
Thus far we have seen her in go, but as she cultivates being "lovable nerd" character to the
three of John Hughes' social an outcast, she also realizes that hilt, just as Anthony Michael
consciousness/teenage- the prom is a rite of passage she Hall did in "Sixteen Candles."
awakening films, the latest must endure, maybe even enjoy, This odd bird, "Duckie" is a
being "Pretty in Pink." Now, when Blain invites her.
triumph of influences, from the
before you start crying Roman
The real question becomes, wardrobe of Boy George to the
Polanski, you have to see her will Blain succumb to the pres- manic improvisation of a John
in action. Ringwald, under sure his friends put on him to Belushi. His 'serious, sensitive
.. l&tllHu
Hughes' direction, gives a good find an acceptable girl and back side' is about two sizes too large
idea of what it is like to be a high out of his date with Andy? He for his pre-pubescent shoulders,
school student in America.
does, to Andy's heartbreak, but but concentrate on his comic
Like Sam, the girl she played this just firms her resolve to talent and his detractions are
in the movie "Sixteen Candles," attend the prom anyway and hard_to notice.
Andy dwells in one of the fringe make an appearance to spite
Another great character is the
groups of her high school. There everyone's stereotype of her.
·owner of the record store where
Luckily, this movie wasn't Andy worked, played by -Annie
are the "iichies," the affluent
and shallow young of the towns' made with as much emphasis Potts. She is a chaotic mix of
elite, and her group. They don't on selling soundtrack albums influences from Beehive haircut
call themselves the "poories" as its predecessor, "The Break- to punk-style dress that manbut obviously they think of fast Club." The songs are good ages to steal scenes and dialogue.
themselves in that light. Andy and ride on a wave of post-punk A woman who thwarts thieves
· works in a record store, makes pop, but are not quite as con- · with a staple gun often gets this
her own clothes, and bops trived as in TBC. The film is reaction.
·
around town in a Kharmann much more like the first
Ghia Volkswagen with its share Hughes/Ringwald vehicle, "SixThe ending of the movie is
teen Candles" in its depiction typical Hughes, the characters
of abrasions and character.
Ille real world.
lliiiiiiiiilililiiiiiiilliiiiliilt
She lives not only on the of a young girl's coming of age.
all come to a better understandwrong side of the tracks, but too
Hughes has a good sense of ing of their prejudices and can
close; the train that runs the fashion and look of today's be expected to go forward,
A JOHN HUGHES PRODUCTION
through her back yard makes Pepsi generation; his movies multiply and populate the earth .
the split between her and the do seem to overemphasize the with more yuppified adults for
school's beautiful people all too importance of comparatively Hughes to satirize. The ending
apparent.
minor events. A prom doesn't isn't really satisfying, but is still
Hughes' job was obvious, make-or-break one's life, at least far above any of the cheaper,
PARAMOUNT PICTURES PRESENlS MOLLYRINGWALD HARRY DEAN STANTON
unite the two layers of society it shouldn't. Life as a John exploitative acne-er.earn and
"PRETIY IN PINK" JON CRYER ANNIE POTTS JAMES SPADER AND
ANDREW MCC:ARTHY· EXECUTIVE PRODUCERS JOHN HUGHES
and 1et the tension work for Hughes teenager consists main- training-bra-set movies from
AND MICHAEL CHINICH WRITTEN BY JOHN HUGHES PRODUCED BY
its e If. Enter B1a in, the one ly of phone calls and reflective lesser directors. Watch this film
LAUREN SHULER DIRECTED BY HOWARD DEuTcH A PARAMOUNT PICTURE
"richie" boy who looks beyond self-exploration, spiced up with and keep an eye out for Hughes'
0
PG-ui-~-::
- - cv--r
Andy's Madonna/bag-lady funky haircuts and the latest next film, starring Matthew
~-·--·-~-~-~-·-~~~--~~-~~-·~-:-~~~~~~-~~~-·~~~·--~-'·-i-•a-·~~~~clmh5and~5iliestrugglin& clothes. Indeed, the high school Broderick of "War Games."

Pretty in Pink
Orion Pictures
Directed by John Hughes

........

....
.......
.......
.....
.........

orettu in oink

ft-··

Orion Pictures
J?ir.ected by Robert Mandell

"F . X" is about the "movies'
best ~pecial effects man," Rollie
Tyler. who is hired to stage the
assassination of a mafia leader
and make it look real. Only it
turns out to be real. Tyler has
, to employ all the tricks of the
1
• : movie trade to save himself
'from being eliminated after the
job is done. "F /X" is a murder
. : ., movie, complete with trench
qj!I'; ;·'.! coats and dark alleys, but there
· ···I
are some very funny scenes, and
a lot of interesting movie tricks
and gadgets.
The first scene in "F /X" is
one that Tyler, played by Brian
Brown, is directing. A machine
gun shoot-out in a fancy New
York restaurant sends ripped
and gushing bodies everywhere,
a man is' igni.ted by his own
flambe, and lobster and fish
tanks explode all over the
remaining patrons. It all looks
very real, until Tyler yells "cut"
and the casualties get up and
hake off the blood.
Tyler directs movies like "I Disme1nbered Mama," ''Rock
a Die Raby" and other's requiring messy special effects. He
is a mastc:r at mixing cornstarch
and dye to make blood, and
making bu1let holes appear on
.cue.
Tyler collects the leftover
props from his movies in his
apartment. There is a giant,
.blood-oozing monster that roars
like an alarm to scar ff .

ers, stabbed ladies and rotting
mummies sitting around his
living room. Tyler has a strange
sense of humor, but you get to
like him.
Th is talent for staging gets
Tyler a proposal from some
cloak and dagger dudes for
"$30,000 for thirty minutes
work.·· He is asked to fake the
assassiqation of Defranco, a
mafia leader.
The preparation for the "assassination" is one of the best
scenes in the movie. Defranco
gets his face spread with gooey
plaster to make an exact replica
of his face, and Tyler fits him
with a bullet proof vest and
transmittors to shoot blood
when the blanks go off.
Everything goes fine. Tyler
walks into a slick New York bar
in his trench coat and hat, and
shoots Defranco "right in his
shrimp.'' Horrified, Tyler
realizes the blanks were real,
he's done the mafia's dirty work
and now he's a loose end. The
phone booth he's supposed to
be in gets racked with bullets
from a passing car and his
girlfriend is shot.
_
Tyler is running from the
mafia men for the rest of the

movie. He travels the NYC
streets in his "F /X" van full of
special effects, escaping danger
and wreaking havoc. He has a
continuous line of special tricks,
which he pulls out at just the
right moment,James Bond style.
He is an escape artist, weapons
specialist, security breaker, and
stunt man.
The end of "F/X" gets a little
silly, as Tyler turns into a
superhuman revenge machine
leaving scores of bodies in his
wake. He penetrates the numerous security systems of his
tormentor's home, and turn
it into a morbid funhouse. H
sets up collapsible mirrors ·tha
reflect bullets, trip strings an
radio transmitters. Finally
when everyone in the house ha
beeh "F/X"ed to death in on
way or another, Tyler tricks th
main man into grabbing a super
glue laden machine gun, an
sends him out the door wher
the police sho_?t him down.
"F / X" is action packe~, and
there at;e some very funny
scenes. There are some holes
in the plot and dialogue, but
Tyler'~ effects save it. It's a good
night out.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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TELEPHONE TAPELINE
provided by
Counseling & Testing Center
and Cool Aid
a_ service
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Are you feeling the effects of .academic pressures?
Are you feeling anxious and stressed out? Do you
find yourself unable to meet academic and personal
commitments?
If you answered yes to any of the above questions,
maybe COOL-AIDTAPELINE can help you.
Dial 862-3554 any night from 6:00-12:00 pm and
a (:ool-Aid member will answer the phone. Select
tape 30 which discusses Anxiety, tape 33 which gives
advice on handling fears, tape 38 which discusses
coping with stress or tape 37 which explains relaxation
· techniques. The tapes run about 6 minutes. If you
have any questions, don't hang up when the tape
is over, and a Cool-aid member will come back on
the line.
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MICS

-W.TRACK(continued from page 26)

GARFIELD®

l

failed to place in the 3200 meter
relay, but only by 0.02.29. The
four ushered in a seventh place
in this event.
Jen Loiselle, a senior, yielded
a strong performance, this time
in the high jump. Her jump of
5'5" failed to place in the top
six, but gave her a ninth in the
event.
In the weights, junior Jen
Shepley threw the twenty pound
weight a distance of 40'5" to
capture an eighth. Rhode Island's Lynn Lanzel threw
50'1 l.5" for first place followed .
by stiff competition from BU
hurlers Darcy Huckins and
Lauren Andrews.
"We received some tough
competition at the meet, but it
gave us a chance to finish strong
individually and compete well.
We have seven women going
to the ECAC's, and that should
be even tougher ... we have the
whole East Coast to"'compete
with there," said Coach Krueger.
UNH travels to the ECAC's
hosted at Yale on March 7th and
8th. Team runners Shallcross,
Boulanger, Kerins and Perkins
will vie for the distance medley
run. Martin will be in the 3000.
The Cats are further represented by Jen Shepley in the weight
category and Loiselle in the high
jump, a solid lineup.

By JIM DAVIS

.DOO.NESBURY

By GARRY TRUDEAU.
~I~~""~
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tight . battle for sixth among
UNH, Montana State U niversi ty, University of AlaskaAnchorage, and Dartmouth.
Contributing to these predi. ctions are the strength and
depth of this year's team. While
the depth of the women's squad
had been noted all season, the
men's must not be neglected.
In spite of the tightening of the
NCAA quota this year, UNH
qualified the same number of
men as last year.
The championships get underway Wednesday with the
Giant Slalom competition. The
individual cross race will be
Thtirsqay, Slalom Friday, and .
the cross CoUnt:ry relai §atu.rday.

t~ ,::_;
:.-.. :
~ ....

SHOE

By JEFF MacNELi:.\';~:'.

Remember family
r friends With
Special Occasion,
et Well or
Memorial cards.

WE'RE FIGHTING FOR
YOUR LIFE

merican Heart
Association
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STU DENT SENATE
NEE.OS YOU ...

- Positions Available
Assistant Personnel
and
Informati-on Officer
Executive Position!!
Pick up applications in Rm. 128 MUB

Sponsored by
UNH

Women's Center
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SUMMERJBBS
For The Department of Residentia! Life

Positions Available:
. Conference Assistant/ U.A.C Crew
Secretary
Paint Program Supervisor
Assistant Paint Program Supervisor
Painters
Smoke Detector/Fire Safety Inspector
Work Crew Supervisor
Work Crew General Laborer
Office Assistant/Secretary

Forest Park Works Crew Team Supervisor
Forest Park Work Crew
Conference Center Staff
Computer Assistant
Linen' Service Coordinator
Linen Service Staff
Office Assistant
Conference Assistant
Elderbostel Resident Assistant .
Grounds Caretaker/ Forest Park

· College Work St11dy and
Hourly Positions Available
Apply {lt the Office of

Residential Life/Pettee Hou.re
by Apri/1 :·, 198'1
EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

•

••
-~~=•

(With this ad & UNH l.D.)
•
•••
•
•••
•
•••

Even if you're not going to sunny Florida
you can look like you did!! With a tan from . .
--------------------~-~.\.... . . ·...........
~

.

,

~

••
•
•••
•.

.

(Don't worry about missing your 30 days during break- we"// hold them until you get back)
This special for UNH students oniy regular membership: $29 for 10 days.

· ----Tanique Inc., 80 Vaughn Mall, Portsmouth----431-7047
Next to Luka 's Restaurant on the Kari Van Route
··············································~·····································································
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·CLASSIFIED
~A_p_a_r_tme__"_.t_s_to_r_R_en_t..-J

[.I

bedroom in 3 bedroom apartment in
Dover available, March 1 thru Sept. 1
$200/month. all utilities included .
Washer/ dryer and sundeck. Call Martha, .
Jenn, or Jim 742-6356
Female rc:>ommate needed until the end
of the semester. Two-bedroom apartment
within walking distance of campus. $200
per month plus electricity. For more
information call Sue, Terri or Chib at 8682904.
Roommate Wanted: M/F, A large room ·
available in a large farmhouse in Rye 20
minutes from UNH. Share living space with
couple. $225 monthly plus utilities . Call
964-8420 Russ or Kathy.
3 Bedroom duplex apt. Located in Lee
about 3 miles from campus. New Immaculate. highly negotiable for remainder of
semester and possible summer. Carpeted,
furnished , sunny. 3 persons pref. (4
Negotiable) Rent $675.00/mo. lease but
time limit and amount negotiable. No pets,
non smokers pref., one child o.k. 659-5932

He-Ip
Wanted~][lll

' !'---·

Work-Study I Field Experience position
work!ng with white-tailed deer. Transportation provided, hours flexible . Must like
animals and working out door. This is a
graduate research project. Call Judy at
1051 or 1000 days and 664-9982 after 7
p.m.
$10-$360 Weekly I up mailing circulars!
No quotas! Sincerely interested rush selfaddressed envelop: Success, PO Box
470CEG: Woodstock, 11160098
Swim Instructor/Lifeguard: Full time em ployment mid-June through Labor Day for
qualified applicants with current WSI.
Private swim and Tennis Club, Manchester,
NH. $5 .50-$6.50/hr . Send resume. to
Swimmer's Inc. c/o Elise Hood, 85 Hemlock St., Manchester, NH 03104
Summer Job!') in ALASKA. Good money.
Many opportunities.! Employer listings, 1986
Summer Employment Guide $5.95. Alasco.
Box 30752, Seattle, WA 98103
$10 -$360 weekly/up mailing circulars!
No quotas! Sincerely interested rush selfaddressed envelope: Success PO Box
470CEG, Woodstock, IL 60098
OVERSEAS JOBS: Summe r, yr . round.
Europe, S. Amer. Australia, Asia . All fields.
$900-2000 mo. Sightseeing. Free info. Write
IFC, PO Box 52-NH-1 Corona Del Mar, CA

Free cassette tape! Hear the speech of
Reverend A. Moltis on Protestantism, the
Right wing and Roman-communist world .
politics. A must for men and women who
are interested in politics. Send stamped
& addressed envelope to: Reverend Molfis,
P.O. Box 3646, Manchester, N.H. 03105. '
1979 Volkswagon Scirrocco , excellent
condition, body in good shape, 4 speed ,
mostly highway miles, only $2000. Call 4365001 evenings.
1977 BMW 320i. Green w/tan interior. AC,
sunroof and alarm. Well-maintained, new
shocks and muffler. 122k miles. $3400 or
best offer. (617) 731-8149 (nts.) (617) 7237700 ext 265. Ask for Tom.
Car speakers - One pair of Pioneer 6904
6 by 9 inch speakers. 80 watt capacity,
perfect for any size car, powerful and in
perfect condition $50.00 . Call Tom 8683069.
LOST AND FOUND
Lost: Three gold rings-one amethyst, lost
in MUS Thursday, Feb. 6. Reward. Jennifer,
862-4723.
RIDES
Riders needed: Trip to Florida over break.
Headed for the Keys. Pla'n to leave 3/13
or 3/ 14 but flexible . Cheap-small diesel
car. Pay own share and help drive. Please
call Theresa 659-7144 eves or anytime.
Leave message.
SERVICES
Going away; don't want to put your pets
in a kennel? Experienced veterinary
technician will care for your pets ( &plants)
in your home . I arn able to give any
necessary medicatic1ns. This arrangement
is cheaper less stressful than a kennel.
Call Judy 664-9982 after 7 p.m. or 1051
days and leave message.
ORION RECORDING STUDIOS: demos,
records and tapes . 8 track, digital mastering . Quality at a price you can afford .
$18/hour. Peter Leavenworth: 659-2495

Christine-I'm getting to like working by
myself! Cause you're the best partner and
friend I'll work here gladly all ~lone, you
better feel better soon. love lyena
Hey Glamor Pad and Young Dr. beauties,
get psyched for Spring Break. I'll miss you
but maybe I'll catch the bouquet-~a ha.
Don't burn those tender spots on the nude
beaches ... oooh BAHAMAS.

92625~~~~~~~~~~~~

For Sale :Onkyo automatic turntable in
excellent condition with ORTOFON car. tridge , $50. Akai tapedeck with Dolby Noise
-Control, metal tape capacity, headphone
jack and two mike jacks, $50. Call Ray at
868-9662 or 4420.
. Landscaping this summer? Perfect Truck1967 Chevy C-10., V-6 engine , Spare
engine with assorted parts. Cheap work
truck . $250 neg. Get a jump on the
competition- Tom Bennett 742-4944 eves.
1968 VW Bug for sale. $350 or best offer.
Phone 207 -384-5218
1963 Rambler Classic , 2 door, 3 speed,
maroon, 76,500 original miles. Runs well
soon to be an antigue. Call 862-3067
For Sale: One round-trip plane ticket on
Peoples Express to anywhere in the U.S.
Has to be used by March 15th 1986. Price
Negotiable . Call Randy at 7 42-8734 or
Sherri at 868-1 533.
1981 Honda Accord 4 door Sedan , 5 speed
standard . Excell ent condition , well maintained, recent exhaust, brakes and tuneup . Am-Fm cassette. Luggage Rack 35
mpg, $3495.00 Call 659-2731 after 6 p.m.
1979 Fairmont 6 cylinder automatic 15,000
miles on a new engine, many new parts ,
one owner, good transportation. $1300 or
best offer. Call 335-1365 anytime.
1983 Front wheel drive Subaru, 4 speed
standard AM-FM Radio, new tir.es $3500,
good condition, has Rusty Jones. 659-5932

M.G . Hi' I hope that you had a good.
wee'f<end . I met someone that you work
with at TP. on Friday. I think that you know
where I live so why don't you come over
sometime tomorrow. perhaps around 7:00.
A friend of a friend .
Hey sisters, Finally we did it. I'm so happy
and relieved that it finally happened. I could
die . Give yourselves a pat on the back .
Love Scoop

Boo Boo. So, you're going to Europe this
summer? I'm jealous! But happy for you
too. You'll have a kick-time! Do the same
for softb.all too and I'll see you over spring
break. Jd
Nancy, you and Greg look so cute together!
Hope you had a nice weekend while I was
away' Jo
Maria-Send this to Kevin- " Contratu lations! See you next semester!"
Curt. you awesome wrestler you , way to
romp on the matt Nanc and Jo
· Hey you . Jersey Guy, going to settle for
Seton Hall? Hope not. Anonymous.
YONGll
Heather- How goes it? It was nice talking
to you Sunday morning . Continue being
happy. I'll be seeing you . Love N02
Kneese - Hill Hope you had a good weekend. Can 't think of anything else to say,
so See ya bye. Love N02
Christine-I'm getting to like working by
myself! Cause you 're the best partner and
friend I'll work here gladly all alone, you
better feel better soon. love lyena

Ad 550- Fall 1985. Special Message. Stove
arrived , not without several aborted at tempts. Billing a mess (for a "free" stove).
Now Sears wants to sell me a Maintenace
Agreement! What shall I say?· Wishes for
a happy Spring. Nancy H.
Keith in Hall House- Thank you for all the
convers~tion this weekend. The bruise
better go away soon. I'm glad you enjoy
living at Hall House. Where you able to think
of anything "productive" to do next weekend? Oh- 'did you "do" brunch and all the
other things on you "Icing list of things to
do" Sunday. See ya bye. N02
Timmy' G! Timmy G! Where are you? Have
you faded into the obscurity of oblivion
forever? Your fans anziusly await your next
appearance in the New Hampshire- perhaps another intoxicating view of your
beaming visage?? We miss you and we
are ready to jump whenever you say the
word. The Timmy G. Fan Club.

PERSONALS
To the woma·n sitting on the bridge Friday~
I wanted to stop and talk, but was running
late. Give me another chance; meet me
there Friday at 2:30. A foolish passer-by
EXPERIENCED FINITE MATH TUTOR
DESPERATELY NEEDED .. I have to pass
this class in order to graduate in May-Will
pay $5 pr/hr, 4-6 hrs pr/wk, M & Wafter
4. Own transportation to Dover preferred
but not necessary. If you are a mature and
dependable person, please call 749-2587 ask for Lisa V.
Riders needed: Trip to Florida over break.
Headed for the Keys . Plan to leave 3/ 13
or 3/ 14 but flexible. Cheap-small diesel
car. Pay own share and help drive. Please
call Theresa 659-7144 eves or anytime.
Leave message.
GOING AWAY? Responsible senior citizen
will house-sit your pets, plants or propertyminimum two weeks. references 742-7962

HI craig from Englehart! I'm a friend of a
friend of your roommate. I've seen you twice
in the Stoke Computer Cluster. Maybe I'll
see you again there MONDAY night. P.S.1 heard you do a mean Peewee Hermari
imitation.

FREE refresher course for those who have
learned the Transcendental Meditation
technique, and for those who would like
to learn. Course will be offered first week
in March . Call teacher Katrina KnappPitman at 742-5359, Dover, for details.

Hello Russ!! How are you? Sorry I left
without saying good -bye Sat. night! ICECHEAM!!!!!!YUMMY!!!! Love Lori P.S. I hate
shots!

Florida Windsurfing $450 Spring Break.
Join WET FUN, the. sailboard j ng
stor/school, for an exciting break this year.
You fly to Florida, we drive and trailor your
board! Includes airfare, accomodations
and transfers . Call WET FUN today 4308626

Jon K: Your t>eautiful physique strolling
down the hall sets my blood a boiling. I have
to bite my tongue before I blurt out "Jon,
I need you! I want you! I love you!" But I
don't even know you. How can I meet you?
I think you're the greatest (next to my cat
Bill) I hope you don't have fur balls. Your
Secret Admirer.
Philbrook Box 4275- I'd really like to meet
you, but don't know if it is a joke or not.
Let me know in Friday's paper. I'd love to
go dancing or call 868-9718 ask for Jeff.
LOST: New Hampshire License. Lost at
Stoke Computer Cluster. REWARD offered,
no questions asked. I need if for Spring
Break. If found call 868-7501, or come by
40 Main St. Apt. 4, or drop off at computer
cluster. Please Help!!!!
INTERESTED IN A LIFE IN SODA? Do you
get thrills out of walking up and down library
isles? Do you have a keen eye for spotting
aluminum? Do you love the sound of
released carbonation? If you answer yes
to one or more of the following questions,
we have the job for you! Yes! You can be
working for UNDERCOVER SODA PATROL! Please contact the Dimond Library
now!!
They say you can tell how good a man is
in bed from how he looks on the dance floor.
I'm looking for a few good men to dance
with. If you think you have the right stuff
write Philbrook Box 4275. Include name.
address and phone number.
To the ladies of Alpha Phi c It was fantastic
to see you this weekend and I'm gonna
miss you all. Have a great time this
semester. See you in a few weeks at Rollins
or in May. Monica
Monique- You're still the best roommie
anyone could ask for. Write soon . Love
ya- Monica
Bonner, Just wanted you to know you've
made me the happiest girl alive by being
here! I couldn 't have asked for anymore
in a person! Love you- Chris
Geoff D. in Hall- I'm so glad that you are
reading the personals now. Is it really that
entertaining for you? I don't know if you
have ever recieved a personal, so if not
here is your first one. Stay tuned for Friday's
edition. See ya N02
T.JK I wanted this to be your third personal!
Maybe this weekend you'll feel like a
slumber party in the nest. Don 't forget to
bring you packet. I know it's everywhere.
I never say this bu t than k you for your
friendship. Love Matt
HAAHEE- yes that was your name in 2nd
grad e, but so how is school going? It's so
awesome having you here, from snowball
fights at Lambda to walked how by OX. We can 't forget the suncools with S.T. on the
8th. Your an awesome friend. L-S
Hey Bud!' How is life!! Can't wait to room
with you next year. Hope things are better
than last week glad I was their for you .
Breakfast Club.
Greg and Gregg, did you think I'd forget?
Of course not! Have a happy birthday. Love,
Mary

Adoption: Professional couple desires
family . If pregnant and wish to give your
child up for adoption, please contact us
, expenses paid. Confidential. Collect after
7 p.m. (617)-534-3171 .

HI craig from Englehart! I'm a friend of a
friend of your roommate.1 've seen you twice
in the Stoke Computer Cluster. Maybe I'll
see you again there MONDAY night. P.S.1 heard you do a mean Peewee Herman
imitation.
Hello Russ!! How are you? Sorry I left
without saying good-bye Sat. night! ICECREAM!!!!!!YUMMY!!!!. Love Lori P.S. I hate
shots!
Jon K: Your beautiful physique str9lling
down the hall sets my blood a boiling. I have
to bite my tongue before I blurt out "Jon.
I need you! I want you! I love you!" But I
don't even know you. How can I meet you?
I think you're the greatest (next to my cat
Bill) I hope you don't have fur balls. Your
Secret Admirer. ·
Philbrook Box 4275- I'd really like to meet
you, but don't know if it is a joke or not.
Let me know in Friday's paper. I'd love to
go dancing or call 868-9718 ask for,Jeff.
LOST: New Hampshire License. Lost at
Stoke Computer Cluster. REWARD offered,
no questions asked. I need if for Spring
Break. If found call 868-7501, or come by
40 Main St. Apt. 4, or drop off at computer
cluster. Please Help!!!!
INTERESTED IN A LIFE IN SODA? Do you
get thrills out of walking up and down library
isles? Do you have a keen eye for spotting
aluminum? Do you love the soun~ of
released carbonation? If you answer yes ·
to one or more of the following questions,
we have the job for you! Yes! You can be
working for UNDERCOVER SODA PA TROL! Please contact the Dimond Library
now!!
They say you can tell how good a man is
in bed from how he looks on the dance floor.
I'm looking for a few good men to dance
with. If you think you have the right stuff
write Philbrook Box 4275. Include name,
address and phone number.

Are you dissatisfied with the amount of
information you are able to absorb and
retain from your reading? Come to
TASk/Special Services' series of 3 workshops to learn how to survey, read. mark
To the ladies of Alpha Phi- It was fantastic
and recall your texts, as well as, organize
to see you this weekend and I'm gonna
information for retention . Mondays, Feb.
miss you all. Have a great time this
24, Mar. 3 and 10, 3:00-4:30; at the TAS~ - semester. See you in a few weeks at Rollins
Center in Richards House.
or in May. Monica
SCUBA for SPRING BREAK. Join WET
FUN, the scuba store/school in Portsmouth, for an exotic break this year. Our
trip includes airfare, resort. boat and
unlimited diving, meals, transfers, everything. Call WET FUN today. 430-8626
Contraceptive Services: Confidential, highquality carely trained and sensitive staff.
Sliding fees for exams and supplies. Call
for appointment. The Clinic. Dover 7 492346, Rochester 332 -4249
Interested in INTERNSHIPS but don't know
where to start? The COMMUNICATIONS
ASSDOCIATION is sponsoring an INTERNSHIP WORKSHOP on Tuesday, Feb . 25
in the Senate/Merrimack Room, MUB from
7 to 9 pm, with input from Field Experience
and students with internship experience

Monique- You're still the best roommie
anyone could ask for. Write soon. Love
ya- Monica
Bonner, Just wanted you to know you've
made me the happiest girl alive by being
here! I couldn't have asked for anymore
in a person! Love you- Chris
Geoff D. in Hall- I'm so glad that you are
reading the personals now. Is it really that
entertaining for you? I don't know if you
have ever recieved a personal, so if not
here is your first one. Stay tuned for Friday's
edition. See ya N02

SKI FOR BREAK-$139.~5 plus Vt. tax for
5days skiing, lodging, and meals. You pay
for nightlife, your own transportation and
lunch at the Mt., the rest is paid for. Call
J2- Frankie say "Oh Ah, Oh Oh Ah!" Yes, -· John at 868-6429 or sign up at the NHOC
we do have a plumbing fixation . Every
office in the MUB.
bathroom in Stoke ("excuse me, you can't
Bren-Picture, remember? 3 weeks more.
go in there, that's the men 's room " "We
Miss you. John
know") . Thurs. nite? If we only had some
Ceddy-What's her name? Is she bald, fat,
babes of our own (shower!)J2
both or neither?
Ad 550- Fall 1985. Special Message. Stove
Joey you little ape, next time I'm going to
arrived, not without several aborted atcut it off.
tempts. Billing a mess (for a "free" stove).
Now Sears wants to sell me a Maintenace
joel-lt's not over till the fat lady sings; Matt,
Agreement! What shall I say? Wishes for
Nip, beers, memories-and this semesters
a happy Spring. Nancy H.
track record .. .Well , it ain 't nooo Cadillac
short timer.
Keith in Hall House- Thank you for all the

conversation this t1eekend . The bruise
better go away soon . I'm glad you enjoy
living at Hall House. Where you able to think
of anything "productive" to do next weekend ? Oh- did you "do" brunch and all the
other things on you "long list of things to
do" Sunday. See ya bye. N02

· HEY Jeffie-How's the $1000/week insurance business going? How about letting
some moolah trickle down for MUB ren ovations? Or maybe someone's birthday?
Can I come with you guys to the Blue Moon
next week? I'll make the stag party fun for
YOU' Love, your Durham honey.

Bushee- --------HAPPY 21st!

XOXOLove
Cathy and Andrea
P .S. Are you embarrassed?

.
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I

Job Opening
for

STUDENT PERSONNEL
COORDINA TOR
THE
STUDENT JOB BOARD
Part-time position av~ilable
star_ting this semester.
gain valuable work experience

I Judicial Svstems Review

I
I

·I

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I.

HEARINGS
Let Your Voice Be Heard
Any Member
of the University
is Welcome!!!
Key Members
of the University

1n

. •marketing
•public relations
•advertising
•personnel
•off ice skills

will be in attendance
Mar.ch 5th & 12th
12:00pm-2 :00pm

-f

Applications available in
room 322 in the MUB
Application DEADLINE: March 24th
.

•

~--············ ···········

I
I
- I

Grafton Room:
·, !
Memorial
Union Bu_ilding
I
.
- .
.
I

---------------- ---------------- -------·
······-························ ............................. ··········· ...............
.

u•muunmom•mnA"P;;;~~·i;Th;•N;;"ii~~p~~mmmnmummo~;""]
'

~

is only
- $1.00·for_40-words or less!

•

For $1.00 you can:
•say hi to your mo'n:" (because, of course, you gave her a
subscription to The New Hampshire for Christmas) ...
•sell your 1970 Plymouth Duster (pink fuzzy dice included) ...
•find the sweater you lost in the MUB... ·
•tell a friend you love them:..
OPersonal. OFor Sale OHeip Wanted CJServ1ces CJHou;iing
DR1des CTravel -DYard Sales 0Spo:'1s

OLost & found

the new hanipshire
Pre-?olc Clcss Ad form

~TES: S1.00 for ~(]word!. psr. Insertion

Eoch oddltloncl run: $ i .00
All oes MUST be prepo!d

AMOUNT ENCLOSED: -

To' rcun: _

ttme$

Advertiser's ncme:
Addre!!:
Phone:

. Drop this form off in the Advertising Office
Rm.~08, MUB

y

,
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Bulimia and
Bingeing

RESUME

· Food and
Weight Control
problems
Stephen

PUBLIC SERVICE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE

J. Little M. Ed

603-430-8881

· BACKGROUNJl:

Specialized treatment of
Eating Disorders

WINTER BIKE~
SALE

USED~
2.i" J~,tfi<:g h GP

$125

21" l / lli veg a

$200

$189
23'' Univer,a
/.,u/i1 ·, ) or 5 speed $50

Public Service of New Hampshire is the largest electric utili,ty in the state of
New Hampshire. P.SNH distributes and sells electricity at retail in 200 cities
and towns and also sells Clectricitv at wholesale to six other utilities in New
·
England.

CORPORATE
OBJECTIVE:

The Company·s prima1)' focus is providing safe. reliable and ineY.pensive electric service throughout New Hampshire.

PHILOSOPHY:

PSNH is committed to its employees. This commitment is reflected in our e;xcellent employee benefits program. including health. dental and vision care ,
benefits. as well as disability and life insurance. We also provide 85%i tuition
reimbursement.

LOCATION:

With the Company headquartered in Manchester. New Hampshire. our i .
employee:; enjoy easy access to Boston's culkral events. as well as the White
Mountain resort ar,~as to the North. New Hamrshire's many lakes and beaches
provide residents with excel!ent recreational SP•'Jts. Ir. addition. there is no
state income tax or sales tax in New Hampshire. ·

MAJOR
OPPORTUNITIES:

Currently. PSNH is offering excellent opportur.i!ies in the following areas:
Accounting
Financial Planning
Computer Programming
Engineering: In Distribution. Systems Planning and Protection.
Communications. and Operations and Maintenance in power plants.
Rates Analysis and Design

CONTACT:

Sign up at your Placement Office now to meet with us on campus March 4.

21" 1:11;i

Kc.~cing & Tri
Trek 460
Trek 760
Marinonic 57cm

. V45

A

$395
$649
$350
1984 Bicycles at 10%off
1984 prices
Special Service
MAG Tune up $10 off
Mini Tune up $10 off
Fit Kit Reg . $48-$)5

Durham Bike
Jenkins Court
Durham N.H.

868-5634

A COMMITTED EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER. M/FIHN

(M-F 12-5 •Sat 9-12) .

Make the crash of '29 look good
With a Macintosh~you can make anything
look good. Whether it be tenn papers, thesis papers
or presentations.
Because with prograrm like Microsoft®
Chart, whether you're drawing charts or drawing
conclusions, you can combine text and graphics
to illustrate your ideas like they've never been
illustrate<l before.

Thats j'ust one example of .how Macintosh
helps students work smarter, quicker and more
creatively.And.the beauty of Macintosh is, you
don't have to' know diddley about computers to
use one.
The point being, a Macintosh
can make a lot of things look good.
®
Including you.

© 1985 .A,pplc Computer. Inc.Apple and the Apple logo~ ~iSlered tra<Emarks of Apple Computer. Inc. Macintllih is a tratrmark of.Mcintosh lmato1\ Inc. and is heing used with its express penn~ion.
·

Micm>oft is a registered tmdemark of Microsoft Corpomtion.

Special prices for
students, faculty an~ staff.

Pick up order for~s at
Small Systems Resource Center
104C McConnell Hall
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Wildcat skiing teams set for NCAAs in Vermont .

l"'

By Marc Micciche ·
Freshman Betsy Eastman claims
The Eastern Intercollegiate a spot on the alpine first team,
Ski Association Championships while senior Pennie McEdward
at Middlebury signal the end and Brendan Sullivan occupy
of the carnival season and the spaces on the nordic second
fast-approaching NCAA's. They team.
The NCAA's are here. Eastalso provide recognition for this .
season's outstanding racers: man, McEdward, and Sullivan
those named to the association's will joi_n eight teammates this
week in Stowe, Vermont as the
All East teams.
Only the ten best competitors University of Vermont hosts
in alpine and nordic events are the 1986 National Ski Chamnamed to the All East team. This pionships.
Matt Found and R.}· Turner
year, UNH boasts three hot
racers who have made the grade. will represent the men's alpine

squad in both Giant Slalom and
Slalom. Senior Matt Rand has
also qualified for the Slalom.
Sullivan and Tim Miner will
compete in the individual cross
country event and the cross relay
with Joe Miles as the third man.
Eastman and Senior Jill Sickels will compete in both Slalom
and Giant Slalom. McEdward,

<con_tinued from page 28)

Charlie Cox of BC on a technical
_fall.
UNH head coach Jim Urquhart said of Beaulieu, and his
return for a possible fourth title
next year, "We've only had three
four time champions in our
whole conference over the years.
It would be a big honor for him.
Jeanne Kerins also put in strong But winning three times like
performances for the Wildcats.
he has now has also been great.
Kerins, a·sophomore hailing When tournament time comes
from Glen, NH placed fifth in around there is always somethe 1000-meter final. Her thing inside of him, and he is
2.42.70 time edged teammate really tough to beat."
Perkins, whose time was 2.44.43
Also heading to the nationals
in the event. Perkins' time is on a wildcard birth is UNH's
exceptional, considering she has 150 pounder Paul Schwern.
had a cold to contend with for Schwern placed second this
the past few weeks. Look for a weekend as he was beaten by
strong place from her in the Seton Hall's Marc Cabrera.
upcoming ECAC's if it clears Cabrera, in the last match of the
up.
year, had broken an impressive
Both women had solid com- unbeaten d streak of Schwern's.
petition in the event with Cabrera was also named the
Boston College runner Therasa tournament's outs randing
Doucette setting a record at wrestler.
2.35.20.
"Paul was going up against
Kerins, sophoinore Beth La- the best wrestler in the tourFrance, and freshmen Lynn nament," said Urquhart. "For
Shallcross and Nancy Boulanger . his career he was 129-9. He
definitely was no slouch. Paul
W.TRACK, page 20
had such a good year and a good

--------------M.HOCKE Y-------------handed goal in the second.
Kevin Thurston and Scott
Brown turned to offense on the ·
play, and Thurston's shot was
knocked in by a Lowell defender.
The prettiest goal of the night
happened with Rossetti going
one-on-two. Using an inside"' outside then back to the inside
h.e cut through the defense, and
while on his knees lifted the
puck over Lowell goalie Dana
Demo le.
Midway through the second
Herms got his second goal,
banging a wide rebound of a
Mark Babcock shot in from
almost the goal line.
The next goal proved that
Steve Leach was back. Playing
his first game since dislocating
his shoulder a month ago, he
took a wicked hit to allow Steve
Smith to get the puck. Smith
saw Rossetti in front, and
Rossetti beat Demole with a low
shot.
Afte:r two periods, both Rossetti and Herms had two goals,
and the fans were getting itchy
with their hats. "Both me and
Rossy were laughing about it
;. in the second intermission, we
reaily wanted to see the hats fly
on the ice,'' Herms said. ·As for
Rossetti, "We were joking, and
he said .if we were on a 2 and
, 0 he would pass to me. Before
the game we just had a feeling
that someone was going to get
one (hat-trick)."
The fans saw Herms come
close in the third, on which Rick
Lambert scored on the rebound
at the 28 second mark, then saw
Lowell's Newhouse had a pure
hat-trick next. First he tipped

(continued from page 28)
a Scott Drevitch shot just inside
the post, with his back to the
net, then lifted a loose puck past
Rota, then beat Rota on a 4 on
4 situation for his fourth goal
of the game.
However, on the next powerplay, Rossetti gave a chance
to take their hats off to Holt.
Rebounding a Herms and Skidmore combination into the net.
What followed next took almost
five minutes to clean-up, as hats
flew onto the ice almost in
untson.
After the game, the feeling
was we got one for the gipper.
Tm glad to see him go out with
a win in his last home game,"
Rota said. "My two biggest
games were tonight, and in
Northern Michigan when he
had 399 wins, going for 400."
"We were really pumped up
for Charlie's last game as coach,"
Herms echoed. "We got together as a team, pulling for Coach
Holt and the team. It's a hell
·of a night to go out with."
Notes-Leach had two assists
in his first game back, and
reported that his shoulder felt
fine after the game. Tim Hanley
resumed skating yesterday, and
the ankle held up. He is expected
to play.next Friday.
Rota has been told by the
coaches that the two goaltenders
will probably split in the
playoffs. Both Rota and Rich
Burchill have been rotating
games down the stretch. If the
goaltender the first night plays
a fantastic game, he would start
again the next night, but otherwise the other goalie would

sees the chances for a repeat
seventh at Nationals as "very
strong." "We'll be going at it
with New Mexico for sixth
place," he added.
Nordic coach Cory Schwartz
agrees, noting that "we're closer
to sixth this year than in the
past." Schwartz anticipates a
SKIERS, page 20

------------:WRESTLE RS------------

Trackwomen 13th
at Boston College
By Paul W olterbeek
Despite placing 13th of the
19 teams at Boston College this
weekend, the UNH women's
track squad was characterized
by a number of strong individual
performances and a solid attitude of rising to the competition.
Host Boston College took
fifth place with 55 team points
while Connecticut and Boston
,_University took first and second
with 122 and 104 team points
respectively.
"Though we didn't place
highly, our individual performances were strong.. .in that way
it was a good meet for us," said
head coach Nancy Krueger.
Junior Patti Martin was one
who put in a fine performance
with a third place in the 5000meter final. Sally Perkins and

Mary Haines, and Kelly Milligan will run the individual cross
country and comprise the women's relay team.
Men's coach Paul Berton is
both optimistic and confident
in his predictions. "We had a
great Eastern. Championships.
Any time we beat Dartmouth,
we've skied very well." Berton

get a turn. Who will start first
wasn't disclosed.
Aside from UNH (5-27-2) at
BU (20-12-2), other pairings
include Maine (8-25-1) at Providence ( 11-22-1) and Lowell (7.25-2) at Northeastern (18-142).

(~-R)UNH

tournament performance that second, and you have to be
it was only right that he should happy with that. It would have
·get an NCAA invite."
been nice if we had won, but we
Other runners-up for UNH just got some bad breaks."
were Con Madigan at the heaIt was a tough way to end the
vyweight class, who was pinned year, fqr this team that ravaged
by BU's 320 lb. Dave Kovlovitz, through the other· teams
and Dave Gamer at 158.
throughout the last two months
For Madigan, it was unfor- of the season. But the future still
tunate that such a successful lies ahead, as the team is st\11
season had to come down to such young.
a weighty mismatch.
'Tr was a good year for us,"
"The guy was just too big for said Urquhart. "It was a prosCon. He did a good job on him, perous year for UNH wrestling.
but it is tough moving around We did a good job in the
against a 300 pounder," said tournament, and sometimes you
Urquhart. "When he is on top have to settle fo·r less. We're still
of you, it's like trying to escape young though, and we have
from a refrigerator."
some really good recruits lined
In other matches, Curt DiGri- up, so the future looks good."
goli finished third at 118; Marc
Briere finished third at 134, Eric
Hunziker was fourth at 142, and · Closing Notes-Tim WeckBerardino was third at 177.
werth received the Homer Barr
The turning point of the award, for the senior in the
match came at the 177. In that tournament with the most tourmatchup, Berardino was upset, nament vicl'ories ... Freshman
which meant a loss of seven Mike Caraci did not compete at
points to the team.
the 126, as the coach opted for
"Usually the semi-finals tell · DiGrigoli. Caracci was plagued
the story," said Urquhart. with a number of injuries down
"That's where you get the most the stretch of the season ... Only
points. The Berardino upset was two starters will graduate this
crucial. He was the first seed, year, Weckwerth and Berardiand an upset like that can tell no ... Coach Urquhart's feeling
the difference. It sent us into on the chances of last year'_s 190
the finals down by seven and . lb. champion Neal Zonfrelli's
one half. Those were a tough chances of repeating. "Neal
seven points to lose."
would have definitely won his
Overall, Urquhart was class. It's too bad, we had no idea
pleased with the performance. that he would not wrestle this
"We wrestled well, and had a year." Zonfrelli opted not to
good tournament," he said. "We wrestle this year, after completplaced all ten wrestlers, and ing his senior year of footbalthat's something that we have 1...For BU, it was their fifth
never done before. We got consecutive New England title.

--

-.....,

seniors Greg Rota, Shane Skidmore and Peter Herms may have played in their
final home game of their.careers Saturday night.(Ronit Larone photo)
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Wildcat men's basketball squadfalls to Huskies
By Alan Adelman
Playing host to ECAC North
Atlantic Conference champion
Northeastern in the regular
season finale Saturday afternoon, commemorating the final

Lundholm appearance of five
graduating Wildcats, UNH
couldn't come up .with an upset
in dropping a 66-53 decision to
the Huskies.
·Guard Rodney Johnson, for-

The Wildcat men's basketball team lost to conference leader
Nonheastern Saturday in Lundholm.(file photo)

wards Ted DiGrande, Pat Gal- is six points shy of the 1000 Johnny Wilfiams killed us; and
vin, and Ty Bridge, and center point plateau. Koopman, last he killed me personally. We
Dirk Koopman are rapidly years NAC rebound leader, has rec;ruited him."
The rest of the game went
nearing the end of their respec- been a dominant force, averagtive four year stints as a durable, ing 13.5 points and 8 rebounds. Northeastern's way. Lewis put
hard-playing core of the UNH This week he was named to the the touches on an otherwise
basketball program.
NAC second team all league.
lackadaisical performance,. finJohnson will be remembered
Joining League MVP and ishing with 20 points and 5
for his " instant offense in future NBA candidate Reggie rebounds.
relief." Starting much of last Lewis of Northeastern on the
Sophomore center Kevin
year, Johnson has accumulated first team were frontcourt play- McDuffie owned the inside,.
over 700 career points. His ers Joe Ar lauckas of Niagara and scoring 14 points and pulling
leadership and composure in Tim Harvey of Canisius. The down a game high 11 rebounds.
the clutch will be missed.
guards werP Drt>cinick Irving Williams hit for 14 and Lafleur
DiGrande, Galvin, and Bridge of BU and Andre LaFle.u r off added 10 points and five assists.
have dedicated the last four No_rtheaste_rl!!.
. Koopman led the Wildcats
years of their life in relentless
The Wildcats had their hands with 16 points and nine boards. ,
pursuit of rebounds and loose full with a red-hot Northeastern Junior forward Greg Steele
balls, typifying the hard-nosed squad presently riding a si'x poured in 13 points and helped
play. stressed · by 17-year head game winning streak, averaging on the inside with eight recoach Gerry Friel.
bounds. DiGrande hustled up
84 points during that span.
DiGrande has scored just
UNH began the second half and down the court all day and
under 500 points in his career. down 26-23 after controlling finished with 12 points. ·
Breaking into the Wildcat's .the tempo for much of the first
In the first half, the Wildcats
starting lineup as a power half. The Wildcat zone defense defense applied constant presforward, DiGrande played a key pressured the ball and forced sure and effectively stopped the
role on the squad this season. the Huskies into committing Huskies running offense, slowHe averaged 9.5 points and 5 nine turnovers. The high point ing them down to a walk. UNH
rebounds for the year and stood of the game for UNH came with got its biggest lead midway
up well under the boards against ten minutes remaining.
through the half. Wildcat junior
all the big men around the
DiGrande had the ball at the point guard Andy Johnston
league.
top of the key, saw an opening, found Koopman for a breakaGalvin, a Durham resident, went to his left and drove in for way slam and a 14-9 advantage.
The Huskies shot 8 for 10
has proven to be an exceptional a slam dunk to bring the Wilddefensive player and a consist- cats to within two. The lowpoint from the line and slowly reent performer off the bench for · came at the other end of the 'gained conipbsure to 'take 'a 26UNH. He has shot 75% from floor. Huskie's sophomore 23 halftime lead.
"The way we were playing
the foul line in his career.
guard John Williams (14 points)
Bridge is coming off two scored on a marginal goaltend- had all the ingredients for an
upset," said Friel. "We needed
games against Niagara and ing call on DiGrande.
Siena in which he scored 31
"The goaltending call was the to play a little more hungry all
points and grabbed 11 rebounds. turning point of the game," said the time. To beat that team
Bridge averaged 4.6 points per Friel. "They (the referees) gave you've got to play hard from end
game this year.
Northeastern the basket and it to end. You have to give NorCenter and captain Koopman was a four point turn_around. . theastern credit. They already
had the NAC clinched and they
came in here and beat us."
"If we can play a wellorganized, team game like we
did today at BU on Tuesday,
we'll be okay," continued Friel.
next season," said DeMarco.
De Marco.
The Wildcats' NAC opening
If ·the players work on toning
In retrospect, the Wildcats'
tournament berth 9-19 overall their skills this summer, UNH round playoff game will be
record and 8-6 conference record will have a strong women's tonight at 7:30 in Walter Brown
arena.
were deservedly well-recognized basketball team next season.
UNH finished the regular
achievements considering the
"If you want it it's yours,"
season with a 11-16 overall
inexperience and injury prob- finished DeMarco.
lems of. this year's squad.
record.
"I was. pleased with this
..season's results, because at times
this year I didn't think we would
make it to the tourney," said
DeMarco. "But we made it, and
for that we should be excited."
Freshman center Kristine
Kinney nevertheless returned
from the long weekend with a
smile on her face after being
named the Seaboard Conference
rookie of the year.
'Trn very p·roud of Kris," said
DeMarco. "She was the leading
scorer and rebounder, as well
as the player we went to in the
clutch. That's unexpected of
most freshmen."
The Lady Wildcats will take
a month off, before resuming
light workouts and work on
individual skills.
UNH has a lot of potential,
and; with no one graduating,
next season will be the first time
in two years that freshmen
won't be in the .majority, said

UNHwomen's basketball Squad fourth
By Paul T olm.e
in the second half, as NU
The UNH womens' basket- extended the lead to 18 points
ball team dropped their two with spurts of explosive scoring.
games of the Seaboard Confer"We played well defensively,
ence Championship played this but we missed a lot of shots and
past weekend at Cabot Gym in they outrebounded us badly, (43Boston to finish fourth in the 19) wiping out any of our
conference. UNH lost to even- charices at second effort hoops,"
tual winner Northeastern 64- , said DeMarco. "We didn't stay
46 on Saturday, before losing close to them, and the lead kept
53-50 to Maine in Sunday's creeping higher."
consolation game.
The loss to U Maine in the
"Northeastern proved they consolation game had to be a
were the best team in the disappointment to the Wildcats,
conference," said head coach who had twice beaten the Black
Cecelia DeMarco. "If you make Bears this season.
the mistake of letting them get
With a six point lead at
ahead of you, your chances of halftime, the Wildcats looked
getting back in it are slim."
as if they had third place nailed
Northeastern came out down. But like so many times
strong against the Wildcats, this season, the lead, like butter,
shotting 56% for the first half melted and slid through the
and building a 36-22 lead. The Wildcats' hands.
Wildcats shot their season avAfter pilfering away the lead,
erage of 41 %, which just wasn't UNH had chances to go ahead
good enough against a team like in the last two minutes, but
Northeastern.
missed shots on two successive
." They outplayed us," said drives.
DeMarco. "And in order to win,
"We didn't score the points
we had to hope they weren't on, when we had the opportuniand we would play well. But it ties," said DeMarco. "We should
didn't happen. We're the type have had the game."
of team where everybody has ·· "It's tough to end the season
to play well for us to win."
on a losing note, but it makes
UNH didn't fare any better you look within to improve the

1

------------GYMNASTS,-----------(continued from page 28)
was a career-high for Donovan,
who also had a personal best on
vault (9.15) and a season-best
on beam (8.9).
Especially pleasing to Goodspeed was the attitude her gymnasts carried into the meet.
"We knew we were on the
edge as far as qualifying for
Regionals," says Goodspeed,

"but everyone came out with
composure and confidence. We
are fin ally hitting routines we
have worked on since September."
"It is nice not to have to worry
about qualifying for Regionals
anymore," continues Goodspeed. "And it certainly ought
to help our recruiting for next

season to have a win over a team
of Michigan State's caliber."
· Next up for the Wildcats is
a road meet at the University
of Massachusetts Saturday. They
will host the ECAC Championships March 15 at 1 pm. In that
meet seniors Toby Kapp and
Nancy McCarrick will perform .. Freshman center Kris Kinney was selected as conference Rookiein their final home meet.
of-the-Year. (Photo courtesy of Spotts Info.)
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Sports
Rossetti scores hat trick

Holt goes out a winne r at Snive ly, 7-4.

By Chris Heisenberg
coach
It didn't rain on head
Charlie Holt's day, well sort of.
Despite Lowell.'s Jim Newhouse' s best effort, the only
raining that occured was that
of hats onto the ice celebrating ·
a Mike Rossetti hat-trick, and
a successful end to Charlie Holt's
days at Snively.
Rossetrl;s hat-trick, which
capped a 7-4 victory on Saturday
night, brought raining down
.
almost 1,000 hats, which had
been given out at the door to
mark Holt's last home game.
Not only was it a fitting
tribute to Holt, but the game
was also a successful end to Peter
Herms and Shane Skidmore's
careers at Snively. Herms had
two goals and two assists, and
Skidmore assisted on Rossetti's
final goal. Another senior,_ Greg
Rota, who will be returning next
year, registered 55 saves.
Before the game, the three
seniors were introduced to the
crowd, then came the time to
honor Coach Holt for his 18
years at UNH. First Lowell
presented him with flowers,
then the fans gave their nowfamous cowbell, and led the
crowd in a chant. The ceremony .
concluded with a presentation
by UNH President Gordon
Nearly 1000 Charlie Holt Hats were thrown on th-e ice after Mike Rossetti(lO) completed his hat trick in the third period.(Ronit
Haaland.
·
Larone photo)
UNH, which opens up the
playoffs Friday at BU, went to
work early. Rossetti started out
the powerplay by carrying the
puck all the way down ice. From
the left corner he spotted Herms
meet for the Wildcats. Both senior, it is off to Omaha,
By Chris Urick
performance from the teambreaking to the net, and fed him
repeated as New Nebraska now, and a place in
successfully
that
tournament
a
still
was
this
wrestling
men's
UNH
The
rest.
the
did
the puck. Herms
England champions, and were the NCAA tournament.
team finished as runner-up this they could have won. The WildLowell got their own powerBeaulieu will join his teamdominating in doing so.
weekend at the New England cats had three runner-ups in the
pla y late in the period with
Weckwerth captured the 167 mate there as he captured his
Championships, fosing to Bos- championship, and were upset
Newhouse stuffing the puck
class championship, by dispos- third straight title. In this 126
ton University, 91.5.-79. Despite in the 177 class, as Rick Berarpast Rota's pad, from behind
ing of BU's Dave Williams 3- pound class, he defeated Dennis
the defeat, the Wildcats cap- dino dropped a match to an
the net.
1 in the finals. On the road to King of BU 14-7 in the finals,
tured two weight class cham- opponent that he had already
UNH's special teams, which
the title match, he defeated Pete and before that he defeated
pionships, and placed a wrestler beaten handily this year.
have been a concern for Coach
Buehner of Boston College in WRESTLERS, page 26
Tim Weckwerth and Dave
in every weight.
Holt, responded with a shortthe semi-finals. For the UNH
this
of
stars
the
were
Beaulieu
fine
the
diminish
to
Not
M.HOCKEY, page 26
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The UNH gymnasts upset #14 Michigan State 179.3-178.9 Sunday afternoon in Lundholm
Gym.(Steve Langevin file photo)

By Steve Langevin
The UNH gymnastics team
upended Michigan State University, 179.3-178.9, Sunday in
Lundholm Gym.
The Wildcats had hung tough
with some of the top teams in
the country but the win over
14th-ranked MSU was UNH's
first over one of the country's
elite this season.
The key to the victory was
that the Wildcats hit their
routines, while the MSU Spartans had some mistakes.
"They (the Spartans) are
more talented than we are, but
they still have to hit routines,"
said UNH head coach Gail
Goodspeed. "Our girls came out
to hit sets and did it while MSU
had a bad meet for them."
"I could not expect any better
from the girls," continues Goodspeed. "We hit all the way across
the,, board; everyone contributd
e.
Although it was a team effort
that made the ~in possible, the

performance of frosh Tammy
Hager still stood out. Hager,
who has practiced only once in
the past two weeks because of
a pulled hip muscle, captured
the all-around title with a 36.15.
That score put her just ahead
of MSU's Peggy McMaster's
36.10.
Hager's high score came in
the vault where she tied for first,
a 9.3, with teammate Toby
Kapp. Her other scores were ·
9.0 on the uneven bars, which
was good enough for third,' 9.05
on the balance beam and 8.8 in
floor exercise.
Other Wildcats to take top
three spots were Patty Converse
and Michele Sawyer. Converse
placed second behind MSU's
Kim Hartwich on balance beam
with 9.35 and tied with Sawyer
for second, at 9.1, in floor
exercise.
Sawyer and Peggy Donovan
tied for fourth in the all-around,
both scoring 35.75. The score

GYMNASTS, page 27

